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Family Weekend Recap

Students and their families had the choice of a wide variety of
activities this past weekend. So what did they do? See our recap of
Family Weekend’s events.

Football falls short

Eastern Illinois’ rally fell short by seven points against
Eastern Kentucky at O’Brien Stadium. The Panthers
lost 28-21.

SEE PAGES 6, 7 & 8
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‘my daddy is

home
from
Iraq’

162 soldiers in local unit
return to Mattoon
By Graham Milldrum
Opinions Editor
The signs said it all.
“No place like home.”
“Welcome home 634.”
“Honk 4 Me, my daddy is home from
Iraq.”
“Daddy” is Sgt. Gene Darraugh, a veteran of 10 years. All five of his children were
there – Casey, 17; Chase, 12; Kyrsten, 6;
Mia, 3; and Ava, 1. They came to Mattoon
to welcome their dad and the rest of the
162 Army National Guard Soldiers from
Alpha company in their return home from
Amir Prellberg | The Daily Eastern News
Iraq early Saturday morning.
Alpha company is one of eight companies Beatriz Ryan embraces her daughter Carolina King at the Junior Football League fields in Mattoon Saturday evening. Soldiers are
in the battalion and is the only one in Mat- off-duty for at least 90 days and are unsure if they will have to be deployed again.
toon. Trained as a support battalion, they
went through several months of retraining
to serve in a military police role, guarding
When they filed off the airplane into the home” and “thank you.”
VFW, Sons of the American Legion, the
detainees brought in by other units.
humid air, they seemed a faceless mass of
As they passed the gate, they became American Legion and the Legion Riders.
People watched from their front lawns green and khaki. They weren’t marching – individuals – reflective tape held a man’s
Part of Boy Scout Troop 141 of Matand drivers pulled over. Some drivers and they were walking easily through the flags sweatshirt to his pack; a woman gently held toon also showed up.
passengers got out to wave and watch the the Veterans of Foreign Wars held, past the her stuffed dog.
procession.
noisemakers, cheers and calls of “welcome
Groups in attendance included the
See Soldiers, Page 5

family weekend | music

family weekend | games

REO
rocks
Lantz

Emcees add life to
traditional Bingo
Families and students
dance, talk trivia
during bingo games
By Jordan Crook
RHA reporter

Lead singer celebrates
birthday at Eastern
Karla Browning | The Daily Eastern News

By Dylan Divit
Activities Editor

REO Speedwagon members, Kevin Cronin and Dave Amato play for Family Weekend in Lantz Arena Saturday night. The concert was sold out.

Spirits were high in Lantz Arena
as REO Speedwagon played their
classic hits “Time for Me to Fly,”
“Take It on the Run” and “Keep on
Loving You.”
The Family Weekend concert
brought together students and their
parents and was also a unique night
for the band: it fell on the 56th

birthday of REO lead singer Kevin
Cronin.
After the third song, a group of
Eastern cheerleaders brought the
vocalist a cake onstage.
The audience, cheerleaders and
band members then sang Cronin
“Happy Birthday.”

“We’ve had a show on my birthday before, but never one where
cheerleaders came onstage to sing
for me,” Cronin said with a grin on
his face.
See REO Speedwagon, Page 2

Students and parents danced
in the aisles of the University Ball
Room of the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union as a part of
Bingo Friday night.
Freshman Bridget Shanahan,
communication disorder sciences
and theater major, was one of these
students.
Shanahan and her sister Meg
won T-shirts for dancing during
the breaks.
Shanahan’s family traveled from
Chicago to take part in her first

Family Weekend and said they
enjoyed the different take on bingo
offered by the games’ presenters.
John
Shanahan,
Bridgets’
father, said he especially liked the
announcers’ enthusiasm when it
came to audience participation and
excitement.
“They really got the audience
into it,” John said.
Sophomore Andrew Hubbard, corporate communications
major, and graduate adviser Lawrence Underwood served as emcees
throughout the evening.
Hubbard said having players
dance during breaks was a way to
let students act like students and
let parents remember what it was
like to be their son’s and daughter’s
age.
See bingo, Page 2
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REO plays sold-out crowd
REO Speedwagon, FROM PAGE 1

The members of REO all enjoyed
performing for Family Weekend.
“It’s great when young people
and their parents can come together
and like our music. More and more
young people are discovering our
music all the time,” Cronin said. “I
mean, how cool is that?”
For bassist Bruce Hall, a Champaign native, Charleston brought
back many memories from when he
performed at local bars.
“Of course, this was a great show
for me,” Hall said. “It’s like coming
home; my family is here and I have
always liked coming to Charleston.”
Hall’s mother, who was in the
front row singing along, met Hall
after the show in the greeting room
along with his older brother, cousins and friends.
Ben Murphy, University Board
concert coordinator, said the concert was better than he anticipated.
“Within the first four songs,
there were three standing ovations.

“

Of course, it's a great show for me. It's
like coming home.”

Every time I looked around, there
were people standing up and cheering,” Murphy said. “It was pretty
unreal.”
Tickets to the concert were sold
out by early September, but were
available for purchase Saturday
night at the arena’s box office.
“We pull tickets if we’re not sure
the view will be obstructed, but we
realized the whole stage could be
seen from these seats, so we released
the tickets,” said Ceci Brinker, director of Student Life.
Some tickets were also held for
the band’s families and friends.
“Tickets sales went well, which
we are happy with, but obviously,
with our venue, it can only hold so
many people,” Brinker said.

Bruce Hall,
bassist for REO Speedwagon

Brinker said UB considered having REO perform twice on Saturday night. The band denied the offer because of scheduling issues.
“To parents who couldn’t get
tickets, all I can say is ‘I’m sorry,’”
Murphy said. “We try to incorporate as many students as possible,
but that’s tough.”
President Bill Perry also said he
enjoyed the concert and said his
first Family Weekend at Eastern has
been a positive experience.
“This weekend has been a lot of
fun,” Perry said. “There were lot of
people here, and I’ve met tons of
parents. The chemistry the band had
with the crowd was really great.”

Bingo offers big prizes
bingo, FROM PAGE 1

Hubbard hoped in this way the
event would allow students and parents to feel closer and reconnect
some of the ties of youth.
Hubbard, who serves as the chairman of the Special Events Committee of University Board, said audience participation is important in
events like this in order to inject excitement and activity in a normally
sedentary game.
“I always try to have something
where the audience can actively participate in the event,” Hubbard said.
In addition to the dancing, Hubbard and Underwood sought audience participation by asking questions about Easterns’ history and
faculty between calling numbers.

“

I always try to have something where
the audience can actively participate
in the event.”

Players who danced or answered
these questions correctly were given
prizes like T-shirts, CDs and gift certificates.
For players who won bingo, the
prizes included a variety of items
such as Guitar Hero, a $25 BP gas
card, a copy of “Harry Potter and
the Deathly Hallows” and tickets to
the REO Speedwagon concert Saturday night.
More than $2,000 worth of prizes

Andrew Hubbard,
bingo emcee

was handed out during the bingo
session.
Bridget Shanahan won a printer
and a DVD during the bingo
games.
Her family was excited to be at
Eastern for their first Family Weekend and planned on participating in
most of the events.
“We bought tickets for everything,” said Bridget’s mother, Cathleen.
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UNIVERSITY ADMISSIONS TO TEACHER
EDUCATION MEETING
Students must attend a meeting to formally apply for
University Admission to Teacher Education and to initiate
the selection process. Students who have not previously
applied must attend a meeting. The following meetings are
available Fall 2007 Semester to initiate the selection process:
Tuesday, Oct 23, 2007
Thursday, Nov 8, 2007
Monday, Dec 3, 2007

1-1:50 p.m.
6-6:50 p.m.
3-3:50 p.m.

1501 Buzzard Hall
1501 Buzzard Hall
1501 Buzzard Hall

Registration is not required

The next opportunity to initiate the selection process and
apply for University Admission to Teacher Education will
be during the Spring 2008 Semester.
Dr. Douglas J. Bower, Associate Dean
College of Education and Professional Studies

*******************************************************

ARE YOU PLANNING TO STUDENT TEACH
IN FALL 2008 or SPRING 2009?

Those students who think they might student teach during Fall
2008 or Spring 2009 Semester must attend one of the student
teaching meetings listed below. The meeting will explain the policies
and procedures for student teaching. Applications to student teach in
Fall 2008 or Spring 2009 must be submitted to the Student Teaching
Office by December 3, 2007.

MULTIMEDIA
www.dennews.com

Wed, Oct 10, 2007
Mon, Nov 12, 2007

5-5:50 p.m.
1501 Buzzard Hall
4-4:50 p.m.
1501 Buzzard Hall
Dr. Patricia Poulter, Chair
Student Teaching Office

For more information check the College of Education and Professional Studies website at www.eiu.edu/~ceps

global warming

rugby dominates

ovc disappointment

The Daily Eastern News blogs on
topics ranging from sports to world
politics to music and more.
Today's blog: Kevin Kenealy and “If
you like The Onion,” a comedic spin
on the news.

Eastern rugby returned to its
dominant ways Saturday, beating
Ohio State 108-3 at Lakeside Field.
The Panthers were led by Samantha
Manto’s six tries, and scored 18 total
tries in the game.

Eastern Kentucky beat Eastern
Illinois 28-21 Saturday afternoon
at O’Brien Stadium. The Colonels’
victory places them alone atop the
Ohio Valley Conference standings,
while the Panthers dropped to third.

1,2,3 Bedroom Close To Campus!!!

345-6533
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Greek Life

Sigma Kappa claims Derby Days victory
Sigma Chi raises money
for Children’s Miracle
Network
By Colleen Kitka
Greek Life Reporter
The Sigma Chi Fraternity hosted
Derby Days last week to raise money for the Children’s Miracle Network, an organization to help children’s hospitals.
Derby Days began in 1933 as
Sigma Chi’s national philanthropy. Since then, Eastern’s local chapter has done its best to carry out the
tradition to raise money.
Derby Days is a friendly, weeklong competition among the sororities to see who can win the most
points through mini-activities hosted through out the week.

Two Sigma Chi members coach
the teams through the various events
like the sand volleyball tournament
and dance-off in Greek Court.
James Jordan, senior sociology
major, was a Delta Zeta coach and
was excited for the dance off.
“I’ve been practicing with my
team,” he said. “It’s a whole ‘80s
thing. The ladies of Delta Zeta have
been working hard.”
Other activities included coin
wars and Derby Darling, the event
that wins the most points for each
particular house.
One lady from each sorority is
chosen by her sisters to be a candidate to win “Derby Darling.”
Judges base their decisions on
a number of questions including,
“What does Children’s Miracle Network means to you?”
For Maggie McFarland, senior

elementary education major and
Alpha Sigma Tau member, Children’s Miracle Network means a lot,
as she was chosen as this year’s Derby Darling.
“It gives the children a reason to
fight,” she said. “They allow things
to come in (to the hospital) to give
them hope and a reason to fight,
not just at Christmas time. (The
hospital) bring in Santas, athletes
and magic shows. They do things a
normal hospital does not do.
“When you are older, you know
what life is, but when you are a
child, you don’t know as much.
I think it is also outstanding that
the Sigma Chis help raise the money and get the all the sororities
involved.”
Sigma Kappa won the title Derby Day Champs 2007. They will
receive their trophy on Tuesday

night along with a Spaghetti Dinner provided by the Sigma Chi.
Shane Davis, junior communication studies major and vice president of Sigma Chi, helped organize
the Derby Days. After a year-off
break because of limited planning,
he is happy Sigma Chi can host it
again this year.
His goal was to raise $1,000 for
Children’s Miracle Network. The
fraternity raised $1,034 by the end
of the week.
“I know a lot of people who
have known people who have gone
through that,” Davis said. “It is a
great philanthropy for our fraternity.
“It feels good, for all of us, to
help kids who are close to us geographically. I know if I was a kid
in that position, I would be happy
knowing someone was helping me.”

campus briefs
Grad students can
register online today

Graduate students may start
registering for Spring 2008
classes today.
Registration for seniors and priority students will begin Oct. 15;
juniors, Oct. 22; sophomores, Oct.
29; and freshmen, Nov. 5.
Most students will be required
to submit an alternate PIN
number, which advisers will give
to students after their advising
sessions.
Registration for classes will
take place on PAWS at www.eiu.
edu/paws.

Info meeting for Miss
Black EIU hopefuls today
An informational meeting for
women interested in becoming
the next Miss Black EIU will be
held today.
The meeting will introduce
those interested in the competition.
The 7 p.m. meeting will be in the
Charleston/Mattoon Room in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
For more information contact
Amber Hazzard at aahazzard@
eiu.edu.

Classes in session today
despite Columbus Day

Classes will be in session today
for Columbus Day. All offices will
be open during regular business
hours.
State offices, such as the Secretary of State Office, will not be
open today.
On Friday, there will be no
classes because of fall break.
– Matt Hopf,
associate news editor

BLOTTER
A 1998 Ford was damaged Oct.
4 while parked in a Greek Court
parking lot.
KAROLINA STRACK | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Nathon Koehler, sophomore geography major, and Mike Kleen, history graduate student, play the Goth trivia game during an Oct. 6 meeting for the
Ghost Club in Thomas Hall.

Who you gonna call?
Ghost Club for those
interested in the
spooky, paranormal
By Emily Zulz
Staff Reporter
When Elizabeth Thurmond was
a young girl, she saw a person going
through her closet in the middle of
the night.
She turned on the light and he
was gone.
Ever since, the sophomore prechemical engineering major has been
interested in the paranormal.
Thurmond joined the Ghost
Club, an outlet for those interested in paranormal activity, at Eastern
this year.
“It seemed like fun,” Thurmond
said. “I’ve been interested in paranormal activity since I’ve been really young.”
Michael Kleen, history graduate
student, formed the Ghost Club in
2004.
Kleen has always been interested in the paranormal, so when he
came to Eastern, he looked for plac-

es around Charleston known for
hauntings or ghosts.
He advertised his interests one
day and founded the Ghost Club as
a result.
It is now open to all interested in
the paranormal.
“Basically, the goal is to just have
fun with these different locations
around here,” Kleen said. “There’s
a bunch of haunted places around
Coles County. And so basically, I
just take people on the weekends.”
Kleen takes the club members
on trips to local “haunted” sites
throughout September and October.
Thurmond said around Halloween the trips are more interesting
and the ghost stories more abundant.
The Ghost Club has a different
event every weekend. Sometimes
they go on trips; sometimes they
go camping or have a game night.
Often the club will conclude event
with a horror movie.
On their trips, Kleen said weird
things have happened to the group.
Usually, their odd experiences happen at Airtight Bridge, located in
rural Coles County, about four miles

Spooky spots
• Bethel “Rag doll” Cemetery,
Mattoon
• Pemberton Hall, Charleston
• Ashmore Estates, Ashmore
• Kickapoo Cemetery, Charleston
• Airtight Bridge, Charleston
• St. Omer Cemetery, Ashmore

northeast of Charleston.
Kleen said Airtight Bridge had
been the local party spot for more
than 50 years until 1980 when a
woman’s torso was found near the
bridge.
“So whoever killed her, severed
her head and her hands and her feet
and left the body there,” Kleen said.
“So, as you can imagine, that was a
big story . . . It’s changed the way
people think about the bridge.”
The group has been to the bridge
several times.
Whenever the club goes to the
bridge, Kleen said they always see
really interesting things.
“We get chased by dogs a lot.
People leave their dogs unleashed in
their yard out in the rural area and

they chase the car all the time,” he
said.
The last time Kleen and the club
went to Airtight Bridge, they drove
by a path that went into the woods.
Kleen said standing there in the
middle of nowhere was a man in a
white nightgown, holding a dog on
a leash in one hand and a flashlight
in the other.
Their experiences at Airtight
Bridge do not end there.
“A couple of years ago, when I
took people out there, we got kind
of lost because it’s very hard to find,”
Kleen said. “We drove by this trailer,
and a woman and her daughter were
standing at the edge of the driveway,
just staring out into space.”
He said it was pitch black, and
there were no lights on anywhere in
the area.
After driving by, turning around
and coming back, the two were still
standing there, he said.
The ghost club’s next trip will be
this weekend to Saint Omer Cemetery.
Kleen said the cemetery is a popular site and is said to contain a
witch’s grave.

ON CAMPUS

TODAY

Study Abroad Info Session
Time | 4 p.m.
Location | 2103 Blair Hall
More info | 581-7267
Now Hiring: Debut Leaders
and Senior Prowl Leaders
Time | All Day
Location | Orientation Office
More info | 581-6435

CORRECTION

On Page 8A of Friday’s edition
of the Daily Eastern News, the
attainment of the “Rubber Lovers” free monthly package was
incorrectly reported. The package
must be picked up in the Health
Education Resource Center office.
The DEN regrets the error.
Comments, Corrections, OR
events
To report any errors, local events
or general suggestions for future
editions please contact our news
editor, Hayley Clark, via:
Phone | 581-7942,
E-mail | DENnewsdesk@gmail.
com
Office visit | 1811 Buzzard Hall
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
GOAD GENERAL ASSEMBLY
INTO NECESSARY ACTION
On Oct. 10, the Illinois General
Assembly returns to the State Capitol
for the final three days of the Fall
Legislative Session. It is critical that
members of the Illinois House consider
the $25 billion capital program, Illinois
Works.
The Illinois Senate unanimously
approved the plan that makes vital
investments in our aging infrastructure
and would put hundreds of thousands
of Illinoisans to work.
For Charleston, Illinois Works means
$1.5 million for Eastern’s Doudna Fine
Arts Center and more than $770,000
for capital renewal at Eastern.
It’s been eight years since Illinois
benefitted from a comprehensive capital
program, and we simply cannot afford
to wait any longer.
I urge the residents of Charleston
to call your representatives today. Tell
them to pass the Governor’s Illinois
Works capital improvement plan – now.
Milton Sees, Illinois Department
of Transportation Secretary.

Letters to the editor can be submitted at any time on any topic to the
Opinions Editor to be published in the
Daily Eastern News. The Daily Eastern News’ policy is to run all letters that
are not libelous or potentially harmful.
They must be less than 250 words.
Letters to the editor can be brought
in with identification to the DEN at
1811 Buzzard Hall or submitted electronically from the author’s EIU e-mail
address to DENopinions@gmail.com.
E-mail letters should include identification, such as year and major or employment.

CONTINUE THE DEBATE
ONLINE
• Extended letters
• Forums for all content
www.dennews.com

COLUMNIST NEEDED
The Daily Eastern News has a
bi-weekly spot open on Mondays for
anyone in the Eastern community to
submit a column.
For more information contact
Graham Milldrum, Opinions Editor,
at 581-7942 or at
DENopinions@gmail.com.

STAFF EDITORIAL

Eastern history avoids
a dangerous failure

“

I think to a lot of people history is not
relevant or interesting,” said Ed Wehrle, associate professor of history and a
graduate coordinator in the history department.
This could not be further from the truth,
especially at Eastern. Recently declared a
First Choice Graduate Program, it is obvious
they are doing something right.
Part of the effectiveness of the program
here, according to Wehrle, is because they focus on “the whys and theories and ideas that
were so important in creating our history.”
The Intercollegiate Study Institute showed
that college students failed on a civic literacy
test, and they failed hard.
Seniors nationwide only managed a 52.4
percent on the test.
Harvard only managed a 69.5 percent
with its seniors.
It has been said that colleges are failing
their students, and this is cold proof.
With none of the colleges in the study
having a passing grade to its senior class,
something is very wrong.
The questions do stray quite a bit in difficulty.
There are questions about the unalienable
rights referred to in the Declaration of Independence, and questions about why the
United Nations was founded.
All are civics ideas, some more relevant
than others.
But each and every question has some
value to the American system and how the
country functions in the world.
At the same time there is panic over the
findings, only two people out of 14,000 received a perfect score.
This may point out a flaw in the study.
Is it really necessary to know how a
Keynesian would explain an economic recession, or understand the struggle between President Johnson and the Radical Republicans?
But most of the questions in the study are

EDITORIAL POLICY

The editorial is the majority opinion of
the DEN editorial board. Reach the
opinions editor at:
DENopinions@gmail.com

solid questions, important to the modern
world.
This focus on connections between old
and new is vital in a history program.
It brings the long dead to life for a moment, and it makes our world make a little
more sense.
The violence in Sudan is in many ways a
result of colonialism.
Iraq is an artificial state created in the
same way – by Europeans operating from
Europe with no knowledge of the land they
divided.
To understand colonialism and the damage it did to the local culture and economy
is to begin to understand why Africa seems a
constant war zone.
It is an explanation of why Iraqi violence
happens in most intensely in certain areas.
And Eastern’s graduate program has been
turning out people who understand history,
and can teach others, in class and out.
A major part of the program is historical administration. These students will often manage museums, a place for people to
touch the outside world.
It is never too late for the average citizen
to become involved in civics and the world
around them.
A visit to a small museum can be mindexpanding. The Greenwood School Museum, right by Buzzard, is a tiny window
onto an older time.
It is a reminder of the obsession past
Americans had with education.
The study may have been flawed, but it
did open our eyes.
At least Eastern’s program is fighting
against the tide.

Space.
I don’t know how that word will affect
you.
But I get a little breathless when I
think of it.
Perhaps it is the science fiction I read
as a child, or the limitless potential I see
there.
Coupled with that word is disgust, a
disgust for the people who would keep
us bound to this planet in chains of
complacency instead of allowing us to
reach; to expand.
Instead we sit on the motherworld,
spewing toxins into the air, killing each
other and dying slowly.
The only way humans can keep living
is to expand. We must eat, we must move,
we must change. The only way we hold
still is when we die.
And the earth is becoming more and
more the same every day.
The earth is nowhere near full yet, but
at what point will we decide the damage
to the environment is too much?
Desalination plants provide clean, clear
and safe water.
They also spike saline and heat levels
and kill fish.
They consume massive amounts of
energy, often in the forms of fossil fuels.
There is an open pit mine near Mirny,
Russia, so massive the windflow around
the mine has changed. It’s more than
1,700 feet deep and close to 1,400 feet
across.
The wind is so drastic it will crash
helicopters.
And we can expect more deaths like
the ones in Pennsylvania coal mines as we
burrow more and more for fuel.
More children will be malformed by
mercury-tainted fish.
Why not go off-planet?
A strip mine on the moon won’t suck
in helicopters – there is no air.
There are no fish on Mars to fill with
mercury.
And why fight for land when there is
plenty more across the solar system?
Certainly it will be hard, even
dangerous, work.
Deaths can be regrettably expected.
But how many men and women died
to find America?
How many homesteaders starved to
claim the Midwest?
A few exploding rockets sending brave
men and women to their deaths high in
the atmosphere are preferable to everyone
dying.
It might be nuclear war; it might be
pollution finally killing us.
But if we get off earth now, something
will be left.
The planet can be reclaimed.
Imagine the majesty of the endless
waves of grass returning across the
Midwest, or jaguars prowling, eyes
glinting in the darkness of a returning
rainforest.
It will cost, and cost dearly.
Billions of dollars have already been
spent and we can’t even live off this
planet.
But the costs must be paid now, before
the price is too dear to pay.
Graham Milldrum is the opinions editor
and a senior journalism major.
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Veterans happy to be with their families
soldiers, from Page 1

Steve Swies said it was because his son
Chris’ Eagle Scout project had been to assemble care packages to send to the soldiers.
Chris said the packages included things
like hygiene products and food.
“Popcorn and things – the stuff they don’t
get,” Swies said.
Dana Denny of Mattoon, leader of the
local VFW, said they were going to stay out
of the way.
“We’re not gonna bug them or anything;
they need to be with their families,” he said.
Others showed up as individuals or families.
The Perrys of Mattoon were one such family.
Brad Perry said they just came to show
support.
His wife Jackie said it became important
to support the troops after one of the soldiers
from their church, Calvary Baptist in Gayes,
died at 21.
Brad Perry said they wanted to “show the
little ones that those guys mean business.”
The little ones were their sons, Luke and Benjamin, who swung on the light post as they
waited for the plane to land.
Soldiers surged toward the buses to take
them to the football field, returning to a mass
of olive drab and beige
They broke at the doors of the three buses, and returned to being individuals. They
smiled; there wasn’t much talk.
Visitors included a large number of bikers
from the Patriot Guard Riders, who formed a
long column of motorcycles behind the three
buses the soldiers took.
Carpenter’s Local 347 brought out their
Freedom Float. It has been to many events
and many towns in the last four years.
Caroline Tucker, of Charleston, and Pauline Browning, of Mattoon, rode the open
float in the long column that snaked through
the city of Mattoon from the airport.
They waved at the cars and people standing in their yards as the hot air whipped at
their hair.
They passed the Kentucky Fried Chicken
Sign – “Welcome home 634th, 12 piece thigh
and leg $9.99.”
The unit arrived at the Junior Football
Field and was soon surrounded by a crowd
five people thick.
As they formed up into their clean ranks
they were an even, mechanical mass again.
They stood respectfully for a few short speeches by local dignitaries and a benediction.
Then their battalion commander, Col.
Dave Matakes, took the stage.
He spoke of teamwork and appreciation.
“I know I’m in the most dangerous place,

Did Your
Summer
Become a
Bummer?

Amir Prellberg | The Daily Eastern News

Soldiers stand in formation at the Junior Football League fields Saturday evening, waiting to be released to their families. The 162 soldiers
returned to their families after being in Iraq for a year.

between you and your families,” he said.
The military training held as the order to
dismiss was performed with automatic regularity.
“You are dismissed” had barely escaped the
man’s mouth before the ranks broke apart.
The crowd that ringed the field rushed in.
There were hugs that were brutally gentle
– strong enough to crush ribs, but both held
each other so tightly they were safe.
The world vanished for a moment, and the
other person became the entire world for a
moment.
One soldier had his shoulder daubed by
the tears of his mother and sister, but most
people stuck to hugs, kisses and happy talk.
The entire troop came home without any
casualties.
“You can say it’s incredible, and it is incredible,” Matakes said.
He likened their return to having children.
“You send one child off to school and
you’re worried. You send 162, and well …” he
said.
There were no serious injuries in the unit.

Walter Dui &
Couseling Services
1550 Douglas Drive Suite 115
Charleston, Illinois 61920
Call for an appointment
(217)-348-DUIS (3847)

look forward to it,” she said.
First Lt. Mandi Ernst said the battalion
would be checking on its soldiers every month
to ensure they were reintegrating well.
All soldiers will have at least 90 days leave,
Matakes said.
Ernst held a banner in both hands and
leaned against the weight of her pack.
Signed by every member of the unit, the
banner was to be given to the VFW.
“They held a party for us before we left and
supported us while we were over there,” she
said.
Spec. Jacob Bryant said he wasn’t sure what
to say.
“(I’m) kinda short on thoughts; don’t know
what to say, what to do,” he said.
He intends to work on his house, now that
he has the time and money to do so.
Matakes was excited to see his company
home.
“I don’t think people realize it’s all volunteer. The Army is all volunteer,” he said.
“When they asked, (the soldiers) put their
hands up and said ‘pick me.’”
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One of the worst was Sgt. Lee Giboney, father
of five, who hurt his knee during his normal
duties. Leaning on a cane, he said he planned
just to enjoy life.
His fiancée, Mercy, interrupted to say he
was also going to work on the house.
He grinned a little sheepishly.
“Having everyone home was the most
important thing,” said Capt. Randolph
Edwards, who commanded the company
while it was in Iraq.
He plans to take a vacation and relax with
his wife and two children.
Spec. Catherine Norman had much of her
family there to greet her.
Her father, Tom, said when she joined he
felt apprehensive, but patriotic at the same
time. Her grandfather was a military man and
had inspired her to go into the military from
her previous job as a bartender.
“You couldn’t ask more from a daughter,”
Tom said.
Catherine Norman is not sure what her
future holds.
“I don’t know what I am going to do, but I
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comedy at the union

Ventriloquist entertains Eastern
Snarky dummy,
confused camel
highlight show
By Ashley Mefford
Activities Reporter
A jokester dummy, an old
man, a camel with an identity
crisis and even audience members
were part of the Family Weekend
ventriloquist show Friday night.
Simon, a more typical-looking
ventriloquist doll, was the second
“performer” in the show.
His act included many plays
on words.
“I thought a ventriloquist was
a person who didn’t eat meat,”
Simon said.
Simon saw that Lynn Trefzger, the ventriloquist, had a
microphone with a stand that she
was speaking into and he felt he
should have one too.
Trefzger made a sound effect
and moved her hand implying
she had placed a microphone
near Simon.
That pleased the doll.
For Heather Tobey, senior elementary education major, the ventriloquist act was a family affair.
Tobey attended the ventriloquist act with her younger brother, mom and aunt.
“We come every year and go
Karolina Strack | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
to these events,” Tobey said.
Lynn Trefzger performs with one of her “friends” on Oct. 5 in the Martin Luther
Trefzger entertained the audiKing Jr. University Union. Trefzger has perfomed with comedians Jeff Foxworthy,
ence in the Martin Luther King
Ray Romano and the Smothers Brothers.
Jr. University Union as a part of
Family Weekend with an array of

“

I thought a ventriloquist
was a person who didn’t eat
meat.”
Simon, Lynn Trefzger’s dummy
on defining a ventriloquist

different characters.
Camelot, a camel, was up first.
His act included many jokes.
Camelot enjoyed the audience.
“What’s your name?” Camelot
would ask audience members.
This was the first of many
impromptu parts to the show,
which gave the performance
spontaneity.
Camelot would continue to
interact with the audience after
asking their names. He would
ask things such as where the person was from and what kind of
job they have.
The running joke was to have
Camelot figure out what kind of
animal he was.
“What kind of animal are
you?” Trefzger said.
“I’m an animal,” Camelot
said.
Camelot never seemed to be
able to wrap his head around the
idea he was a camel.
The audience loved the innocence Camelot portrayed.
“My favorite part was the
camel and the different voices,”
Tobey said.
Simon followed Camelot,

while the third act featured a
dummy named Jed.
Jed was an elderly man who
just celebrated his 50th wedding
anniversary.
He had the audience laughing
from the time he first entered the
stage singing and dancing.
Jed danced to popular songs,
which the audience enjoyed
because they knew the words.
When dancing to Shakira’s “Hips Don’t Lie,” Jed had
an unusual line he added to the
song.
“These hips don’t lie, even
though they’ve been replaced,”
Jed said.
Chloe was the last of the ventriloquist acts to perform.
“She is the newest one to join
the act,” Trefzger said.
The act ended with three randomly selected audience members on stage for a ventriloquist
act.
The audience members moved
their mouths as a funny, recorded
voice would play, coming from
somewhere offstage.
“The ending was hysterical,”
said Jennifer Peterson, Tobey’s
aunt.

end of the weekend

Breakfast buffet concludes Family Weekend
Weekend of events a ‘very
good experience’ for many
students, families
By Ashley Mefford
Activities Reporter
Jay Kelliher experienced his first Family
Weekend.
Kelliher, freshman music education major,

attended a variety of events and ended the
weekend with the Family Weekend Breakfast
Buffet on Sunday morning with his mother,
Donna Kelliher.
The buffet drew Family Weekend 2007 to
a close.
The meal gave students the last chance to
spend time with their families on campus for
the weekend.
The breakfast took place in the Grand
Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union from 9 a.m. to noon.

South Side
Cafe

614 Jackson Ave.
Across from the Courthouse

M-F 5am-2pm
Sat 5am-1pm
(217)-345-5089

The buffet menu consisted of traditional breakfast foods, including bacon, sausage,
waffles, pastries and a variety of juices.
Over the course of the weekend, Kelliher
participated in many activities.
He played trumpet in Eastern’s Jazz
Ensemble, which was a big part of his weekend experience.
The ensemble performed with the Wind
Symphony in the concert titled “Life in the
Groove: The Influence of Jazz” Friday night
in the South Gymnasium of McAfee.

Kelliher also went with his mother to
another breakfast this weekend.
“We went to the VFW breakfast, sponsored by the ROTC,” Donna Kelliher said.
Both Jay and his mother also attended
the “Family Feast,” a dinner hosted Saturday
night in the Grand Ballroom of the Union.
“Overall, it was a very good experience,”
Jay said.
This year’s family weekend offered an array
of events, and the buffet was the culmination
of these.
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Wind symphony and jazz ensemble

Jazz and families fill McAfee
Special surprises spice up
music department’s first show
of the fall semester
By Katie Anderson
Campus Editor
At age 4, Ali began piano lessons.
In fourth grade, her parents “forced” her to
join band and take up the horn.
Today, Ali is first chair of her section in Eastern’s Wind Symphony.
Ali’s parents, Barbara and Warren Walton,
sat and watched their daughter play the French
horn from the fifth row of chairs in the South
Gymnasium of McAfee Gym on Friday night.
“We’re not forcing her now,” Barbara joked.
Ali and other members of the wind symphony teamed up with the Jazz Ensemble to present
the first concert band event of the year, “Life in
the Groove: The Influence of Jazz.”
This was the Waltons’ first time this year visiting Eastern and Ali, sophomore music performance major.
“We enjoy listening to all of the musicians,”
Warren said. “ And this time, we get to meet
the boyfriend.”
The Waltons said they got their daughter
involved in music at an early age because they
knew it would be beneficial to her in many
aspects of her life.
They said they had read that music helps
improves math skills and felt that promoting music would help make their children well
rounded.
Ali and other members of the wind symphony sat with their parents during the jazz ensemble performance.
Sam Fagaly, director of the jazz ensemble and
jazz studies at Eastern, walked out from behind
the band and snapped his fingers four times. He
quickly counted “One-two, one-two” and with
that, “On a Wonderful Day Like Today” began.
Jesse Farrar’s neck jutted and bounced with
the beat of the bass he played.
The ensemble followed the number with
“And Another Thing” by Tom Garling and
“One Note Samba” by Antonio Carlos Jobim
and arranged by Mike Tomara.
Soloists were featured throughout the night.
Josh Marcus, jazz studies major, wailed on
his saxophone and wiped his lips between bars
of music, while Justin DeAngelo tickled the
ivories.
Trombonist Scott Clements, senior jazz studies major, squeezed his eyes shut and put his
entire body behind his music, arching his back
and swaying with the sounds he produced.

THE

D E
N
It’s Hip to
be Square!
Run your ad in the Den
today-because it’s the
thing to do!

The ensemble ended its segment with a twist
on a Beatles tune.
“I had to remind them who the Beatles
were,” Fagaly joked to the audience as he introduced the last piece.
Before the number started, Fagaly requested
the sound technician play a clip from the original Beatles song “Norweigian Wood.”
“This is a little different take on it,” Fagaly
said.
After a brief intermission, the 54 members
of the wind symphony took their seats.
Director Milton Allen led his band through
three unique selections and an encore with a
surprise ending.
The group opened with “Mangulina” by Paul
Basler and “Daydream” by Timothy Mahr.
“Good evening. We’re REO Speedwagon,
and we’re very glad you’re here,” joked Milton
between pieces.
The third selection and feature of the Symphony’s portion was the original arrangement
“After You’ve Gone.”
“Crooner” Richard Rossi, director of orchestral and choral activites, surprised the audience
midway through the song when he strode out
in a white suit and twirled an umbrella, and later sang along with the band.
Ali said she enjoyed the pieces the symphony
played Friday night.
“(Allen) likes to choose pieces that he knows
really well and that he knows what the composer was thinking about, and then he likes to
put a new spin on stuff sometimes as well,” she
said.
The musicians reshuffled and set back up
to perform “Blue Shades” by Frank Ticheli.
The piece featured soloist Magie Smith, music
department faculty member, on clarinet.
“Blue Shades” was Ali’s favorite piece of
the evening because of the intricacies in the
music.
Ashley Tar, junior music performance major
and trumpet player, said “Blue Shades” was also
her favorite selection.
“It’s hard to get together; it’s technically challenging, but really fun to play,” she said.
The night ended with an encore of “Who’s
Who in Navy Blue” by Sousa.
The band not only played the song, but at
one point also surprised the audience by standing up and singing the lyrics, “…and in our
dreams Tecumseh softly tells us, ‘We’ll be admirals, by-and-by.’”
“The conductor always does things like that,”
Warren said. “He’s a little off-beat sometimes,
but we enjoyed the show and the surprises.”

AMIR PRELLBERG | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Nikki Beck, senior hospitality management major, samples wine in the 7th Street Underground on Saturday afternoon. Eastern hosted a wine-tasting event for students
and families during Family Weekend.

A tasty education
Two wine-tasting sessions
teach Family Weekend
attendees ‘proper
consumption’
By Ashley Mefford
Activities Reporter
The Family Weekend wine tasting was
not all fun and games.
“We talk about proper wine consumption,” Painter said.
Two sessions of wine tasting were
offered as a part of Family Weekend.
Each 90-minute session was held in the
7th Street Underground.
Participants learned how to tell what
each variety of wine was by color and flavor.
Kathy Rhodes, professor in the family and consumer sciences department,
and Jim Painter, chair of FCS, hosted the
event.
This was not Painter’s first time being
in charge of a wine-tasting event.
“I started a wine class at the University
of Illinois six years ago,” Painter said.
Painter has since been at Eastern for
four years and started wine-tasting events

at Eastern two years ago.
Now, Painter is involved with actual
wine classes at Eastern.
These classes are only offered during
the summer.
Professors from Apicius – the Culinary
Institute of Florence, Italy – come to Eastern to teach classes about both food and
wine.
Two classes, Mediterranean Cooking
and Wine Appreciation, will be offered
during the 2008 first summer intersession
at Eastern.
Rhodes said she likes helping with the
wine tasting because it helps bring students and their families together.
“I really enjoy meeting the parents; it’s
so fun,” Rhodes said.
The wine tasting was the first event
of the weekend for Allison Bly, senior
accounting major, and her mother, Candy.
“We tasted different wines and cheese,”
Candy said. “It was very entertaining.”
It had an educational point to it, Candy said.
Painter said he enjoys telling students
about the health benefits of wine and also
teaching them responsible drinking habits.
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Next 10 full units to
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in your furniture package.
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REO Speedwagon lead singer Kevin Cronin plays his guitar for the Family
Weekend concert on Saturday night in Lantz Arena.

A member of the EIU Panther Marching Band’s color guard reaches up to
catch a flag during the halftime show at Saturday’s Family Weekend football
game. Almost 10,000 fans filled O’Brien Stadium for the game. The Panthers
lost to Eastern Kentucky 28-21.

A
Weekend
to
remember

AMIR PRELLBERG | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Dustin Hansen from Urbana gets his face painted by Aly Baietto, sophomore early childhood special education major,
Sunday morning at the Bridge Lounge of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

Family Weekend brought thousands of parents, grandparents,
brothers, sisters and other family members to campus.
Some watched the football team lose its first conference game of
the season.
Some came to see REO Speedwagon play to a sold-out Lantz
Arena.
Some did both.
Ventriloquist Lynn Trefzger entertained families in the Grand
Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
A wine tasting for students and families provided an adult-age
activity.
Those who did not attend the wine tasting could patronize a local
bar or have a couple of drinks at students’ apartments or houses.
Students got to taste restaurant food that did not come from a
paper bag.
Many parents took students grocery shopping, eliminating
ramen noodles from their menus for a week.
While everyone participated in different activities, families got to
spend time with each other.
Some students might miss their families at times during the
school year, but a majority enjoy the freedom of college.
Many are glad it is only for a weekend.

ERIC HILTNER | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Bob and Stephanie White get food at the breakfast buffet Sunday in the Grand Ballroom. The Whites were visiting Samantha,
freshman biology major, for Family Weekend.

ERIC HILTNER | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Rosie Waite looks at the Ring Nebula through the EIU Observatory’s telescope Friday night. Rosie was in town for Family Weekend
visiting her sister, Brittany, sophomore business marketing major.

ERIC HILTNER | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Scott Clements, senior jazz studies major, uses a plunger mute while soloing
as part of the Jazz Ensemble’s performance. The performance, titled “Life in
the Groove: The Influence of Jazz,” was a special Family Weekend concert.
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Past recreated at
Lincoln Log Cabin
Agricultural, trades
fair regenerates 19th
Century Fall harvest
By Ashley Rueff
Senior Reporter

“

We try to have
lots of different
things that
appeal to lots of
different people.”
Matt Cassady,

ERIC HILTNER | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Wood shavings surround Glen Summers as he uses an ax to hollow out a hand-crafted bowl
at the Harvest Frolic and Trades Fair at the Lincoln Log Cabin on Sunday.

Sunday was a hot day for blacksmithing,
but George Spallinger didn’t seem to mind.
He paid no attention to the sweat dripping
from his round spectacles and down the back
of his 19th century-inspired outfit.
He is used to standing in front of the fire
while pounding out his work with hammers
and tongs, and Sunday’s 90-degree temperatures didn’t get in his way of enjoying the
Harvest Frolic and Trades Fair this weekend at
Lincoln Log Cabin.
The annual fall celebration hosted agricultural and trades fairs Saturday and Sunday to demonstrate what harvest time in the
19th Century was like, said Matt Cassady, an
Eastern graduate student studying historical
administration.
Cassady works at Lincoln Log Cabin and
said they tried to make the event as real as
possible.
“It was common in the 19th century to have
a fall harvest, so we’re trying to create what
that would have been like,” Cassady said.
Along with blacksmithing demonstrations,
there were also pie-eating contests, corn husking bees and plenty of homemade root beer
and ham and beans to go around.
Cassady was manning the lye soap-carving tent where vistors could try their hand at
whittling soap into shapes with a knife.
“It’s just something fun to do to pass the
time,” Cassady said in his straw hat and period clothing.
It was common for families to make or buy
their own soap and then carve it into shapes
for a hobby, he said. He did his best to carve a

Lincoln Log Cabin employee
dog, while 14-year-old Rex Colgrove of Mattoon was busy carving a water-well to add to
the bowl and mixing spoons he had carved
earlier. Colgrove was one of many volunteers
who came to help with Harvest Frolic dressed
in period clothing to add authenticity to the
weekend.
Kathy Spallinger was dressed as a colonial
wife and sat sowing near her husband while
he made miniature horseshoes with his forge.
She also played the role of doctor and was
on guard to help in the case that anyone got
too close to the fire.
“I’m a registered nurse and when the blacksmith plays in the fire I have to fix him up,”
Spallinger said.
Despite the heat, crowds were large this
year with many families from Eastern’s Family Weekend making the trip to Lincoln Log
Cabin, Cassady said.
“We’ve had a lot of families come out,” he
said. “We try to have lots of different things
that appeal to lots of different people.”
Harvey Norris, 9, of Toledo, found something he liked on the Sargent Farm where the
agricultural fair was being hosted.
He swung his first sledgehammer to try his
hand at rail splitting. He smacked the wedge
a few times before getting tired and passing it
off to friend 10-year-old Dakota Frick.
Harvey liked swinging the sledgehammer
but realized “it would be exhausting” to split
rails all day. He had his fill of what life would
have been like 150 years ago.

nation

Homeless numbers on the rise, difficult to track
Reporting requirements
vary from state to state
The Associated Press
AMHERST, Mass. — There is just enough
space for Lisa Rivera’s family to sleep at Jessie’s
House homeless shelter.
In one room, she fits the full-sized bed she
shares with her 9-year-old daughter, the trundle for her 11-year-old son, a twin bed for her
14-year-old daughter and a playpen for her
1½-year old son.
“It’s comfortable, but it’s hard sleeping all
together,” the 32-year-old woman said. “Oh
my God, sometimes it’s so hard.”
Faced with domestic abuse, high housing
costs and unemployment, Rivera’s family finds
itself among the growing ranks of the homeless
in Massachusetts – and, possibly, the country.
About 1,800 homeless families were in
Massachusetts shelters last week – up from
1,400 in June 2006 and just under 1,200 in
June 2005, according to state figures. There are
more families in shelters now than at any time
since the inception of the state’s family shelter
program in 1983, according to the Massachusetts Coalition for the Homeless.
State officials blame a wide range of problems – from cuts in assistance to the recent
housing crisis.
“We’re very concerned that this is going to
keep going,” said Julia Kehoe, commissioner
of the state Department of Transitional Assistance.
Massachusetts is one of the few states that

“

Our desire would be to have many more
states step up and track the data.”
Eric Mangano, director of the U.S. Interagency Council on Homelessness
on the need for universal state consistency with tracking homeless numbers

keep government records of the number of
homeless families in shelters because state law
requires the Commonwealth to shelter any
family that meets income and other guidelines.
The state keeps a daily count to show how
many beds it needs, said Robyn Frost, executive director of the Massachusetts Coalition for
the Homeless.
Nationally, the picture is much less clear.
Data from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development suggests there
about 750,000 homeless in the nation on any
given night, with about 40 percent of those
members of homeless families, said Philip Mangano, director of the U.S. Interagency
Council on Homelessness.
The overall number of homeless people is
up from a few years ago, he said, but nobody
can pinpoint an exact number of families
because reporting requirements vary widely
from state to state.
“Our desire would be to have many more
states step up and track the data,” Mangano
said. “Research and data, that’s what should
drive the resources that we make available.
Instead it’s often anecdote, conjecture and

hearsay that does that.”
Kehoe attributes the increase in Massachusetts to a convergence of low wages, high housing costs, an increase in housing foreclosures
and cuts in federal and state housing assistance
programs. Two years ago, lawmakers also lowered the financial eligibility requirements to
qualify for homeless benefits from the poverty level to those making 130 percent of what
would be considered a poverty wage, she said.
“I think what we are seeing here is a perfect
storm,” she said. “Until we have some investment in affordable housing, and some flexibility in using our resources, we’re not going to
see a leveling off of these numbers.”
Rivera lost her apartment in Springfield
in 2005, when a domestic abuse case involving the father of her youngest child prompted the state to remove all four youngsters from
her custody, she said. Without the money she
had been receiving in Transitional Aid to Families with Dependent Children, Rivera could
not pay her rent.
She moved in with friends, worked at a
gas station, went to school to become a medical receptionist and fought in court to get her

children back.
A judge eventually restored custody, but
without a place to live, the family has moved
from one shelter after another.
“It’s hard to get an apartment anywhere,
especially with the size of apartment I need,”
she said. “There’s none out there, and once one
comes available, there are just so many of us
out here that need, it gets taken up with the
snap of a finger.”
The New England Farm Workers Council, a private nonprofit agency contracted by
the state, is helping Rivera look for permanent housing. She has an income of just over
$1,400 a month, all from either TAFDC or
Social Security, which she receives for her 9year-old who suffers from epilepsy.
The agency requires that families spend no
more that 50 percent of their income in rent,
a figure designed to make it more likely that
families won’t get behind on those payments.
There are state programs that help once a
homeless family finds a new place to live. Rental assistance, however, often is difficult to get.
The state spends about $30 million on rental
subsidies, compared with about $120 million
15 years ago, and there also have been no new
incremental increases in major federal subsidies in about a decade, Kehoe said.
There are state programs that help once a
homeless family finds a new place to live. Rental assistance, however, often is difficult to get.
The state spends about $30 million on rental
subsidies, compared with about $120 million
15 years ago, and there also have been no new
incremental increases in major federal subsidies in about a decade, Kehoe said.
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Swimming | Weekend Recap

Panthers split dual meet this weekend

“

Women’s team loses close
match 147-151, men’s team
wins 169-129

It’s not just one person that needs to
step up. Everyone should do everything.
There (are) so many events, (so everyone
needs to step up). ”

By Ross Meister
Staff Reporter

Senior Patty Young,

It was a close meet for the women, and the
Panthers ended up on the losing side of it.
The women’s team dropped its first meet,
151-147, against Indiana-Purdue-Indianapolis.
Despite losing by four points, the women’s
team expressed disappointment at the close,
hard-fought loss.
“I think we could have done better than we
did because we’re used to beating that team,”
sophomore Lauren Zillmer said.
“All of our relays won too, it was random
other events that we lost in (that hurt us). I
think we’re going to look forward to seeing

Pro-Wrestling Saturday Night!
Grand Ballroom-Doors at 6PMCostume contest 6:30-Bell time
7:00-Tix $10 with any student
I.D.
_____________________10/11
10,000+ COSTUMES FOR RENT,
plus hats wigs, makeup, beads
and bachelorette stuff! GRAND
BALL COSTUMES, 609 Sixth
Street, Charleston. M-F 12-6, Sat
10-2 345-2617
_____________________10/31

7 BR/ 3 BATH DUPLEX or 14 BR/6
BATH DUPLEX PERFECT FOR
FRATERNITY OR SORORITY,
HOT TUB INCLUDED. 4 LEVELS
OF LIVING, PRIVATE YARD, FREE
FURNITURE UPON REQUEST,
OFF STREET PARKING, W/D’S,
DISHWASHERS,
VAULTED
CEILINGS.
ALL
INCLUSIVE
PRICES AVAILABLE!!! VIEW
PROPERTIES AT eiprops.com TO
SCHEDULE A SHOWING, CALL
217-345-6210.
______________________11/1
Newly Remodeled 2 BR w/ Loft,
available until December and
then again starting new semester.
On the Square, skylight, heat,
water, and trash included. Asking
2 people, $325 each. 512-0334
_______________________ 00

on the weekend loss
them again, and we’ll win next time. She said
it was our first meet so we weren’t sure of how
we would do. Once we practice more, we’ll see
how we’ll do.”
Sophomore Laura Nilsen captured three
events this past weekend, in the 100-meter
backstroke with a time of 1:01.01, in the 200meter backstroke at 2:10.36 and the 100meter butterfly at 1:01.96.
In addition to Nilsen’s events won, Zillmer
won three of her own, including the 200-meter

NOW LEASING FALL 2008:
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 BEDROOMS.
CAMPUS SIDE. 345-6100, www.
jbapartments.com
_______________________ 00
Awesome
Location!
Threebedroom house on Grant,
directly across from REC Center.
Completely remodeled for 2008.
$375/student. 549-5296
______________________10/8
Private BR in nice 8 BR home. 1
Block from EIU campus. Furn./
Unfurn. Male Roommates. $425/
mo. plus util. (217)-251-1593.
_______________________ 00
JANUARY LEASES. 1, 2, 0R 3
PEOPLE. GOOD LOCATIONS,
NCE
APARTMENTS.
NO
PETS. 217-345-7286. WWW.
JWILLIAMSRENTALS.COM
_______________________ 00
FOR
RENT:
Single
Apt.,
Charleston Square, $350/MO.
Includes gas, water, trash. Dave
345-2171 (9AM-11AM)
_______________________ 00
BRITTANY
RIDGE
TOWN
HOMES FOR RENT. 3 OR 4
BR, 2 1/2 BATHS, TRASH AND
PARKING INCLUDED, FOR
$275/EACH. 348-5427
_______________________ 00
Brand New Driftwood Apt.
for Rent! 2 BR, W/D included,
privacy deck. $550/MO, 1 year
lease. 276-4509
_______________________ 00

Classified Advertising Rates

Student Classified Rates 581-2812
9-4 M-F
$.30 per word for the first day
$.10 per word for each additional consecutive day

Non-student Classified Rates

$.50 per word for the first day
$.20 per word for each additional consecutive day

$10

Monthly Online classified advertising
available
@ www.dennews.com

$10

Priced to rent: 3 BR apt. for 2 or
3, trash paid, security deposit and
lease required. SEMESTER LEASE
POSSIBLE. No pets. 348-8305
_______________________ 00
OLD MAIN IS IN THE BACK
YARD: 4 BR 2 Bath Duplex at
1520 9th St. $350/person. Stove,
refrig., micro., dishwasher, W/D.
Ph. 348-7746
_______________________ 00
OLD TOWNE APARTMENTS:
1,2, &, 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS TO
CHOOSE FROM 345-6533
_______________________ 00
New Four Bedroom Apartments.
Extremely Close to Campus.
Across
from
Lantz.
Fully
Furnished. Call Today for Lowered
Rates. Grantview Apartments.
345-3353.
_______________________ 00
CHECK OUT LINCOLNWOOD
PINETREE APTS. 2 AND 3 BR.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS AND
BUZZARD. CALL 345-6000.
_______________________ 00
2 bedroom - Water, trash, DSL
with furnished leather furniture.
10 or 12 month lease. 254-8458
or 273-2048.
_______________________ 00
University Village. 4 bedroom
houses $450/per person. All
utilities included. 345-1400
_______________________ 00
FALL ‘07 - ‘08. 1426 9TH ST.
3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
CENTRAL AIR, DECK, OFF
STREET PARKING. LEASE AND
SECURITY REQUIRED. NO PETS.
348-8305.
_______________________ 00
FALL ‘07-’08; 1,2&3 BR.. APTS.
WATER & TRASH INCLUDED.
PLENTY OF OFF STREET
PARKING. BUCHANAN ST.
APTS.. CALL 345-1266.
_______________________ 00
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY: 3-5
BR HOUSES, 1075 9TH ST. OR
1607 UNIVERSITY. CONTACT
US AT 345-6210 FOR A
VIEWING.
_______________________ 00

freestyle (2:01.69), the 50-meter freestyle
(25.75) and the 100-meter freestyle (56.51).
“We’re disappointed that we lost by four
points,” Nilsen said. “We’re looking forward to
the meet this coming weekend.”
The team travels to Muncie, Ind., to take
on Ball State this weekend, and the women’s
team will seek their first win.
“(Eastern head coach Ray Padovan) will
work us really hard this week and hope that
we’ll get our best times against Ball State,”

Royal Heights Apts (behind
Subway): 3 Bedroom 1.5 Bath.
As low as $260 per/person.
Underground Parking. 345-0936
_______________________ 00
Near campus. 3 bdrm house. 10
month lease. W/D (217) 2731395.
_______________________ 00
6 bdrm house, near campus. 10
month lease. W/D (217) 2731395.
_______________________ 00
1, 2, 3, and 4 bedrooms. Trash
and parking included. Great
location. Call 217-345-2363.
_______________________ 00
2 bedroom apartments close to
campus. Quiet area. No pets. Call
345-7008
_______________________ 00
1 BR,2 BR, extra large apartments,
partially furnished. Available May
16. Ideal for couples. Located at
741-745 6th St. Rent $360-$410
per apartment. Water and trash
paid. Cat OK! Call 581-7729 or
345-6127.
_______________________ 00
Efficiency. Close to campus.
$325/month.
All utilities
included. Males only. No pets.
No smoking. 345-3232 days.
_______________________ 00
NOW SHOWING FOR 08’-09!
2,3,4,5,6,7,8 BR APARTMENTS,
DUPLEXES
AND
HOUSES.
CONTACT US AT 345-6210 FOR
YOUR ADVANCED SHOWING,
OR VISIT US AT WWW.eiprops.
com
_______________________ 00
4-5 bedroom, 2 bath house.
Washer/Dryer and dishwasher. 24 blocks from campus. 345-3273
_______________________ 00
2008-2009
LADIES
5,6,7
BEDROOM HOMES. PARTIALLY
FURNISHED,
NEWLY
REMODELED. VERY CLOSE TO
CAMPUS, 10 MONTH LEASE.
345-5048
_______________________ 00
SPRING SEMESTER ‘08. 6 month
rentals available. (217)-493-7559.
_______________________ 00

Zillmer said. “I think he’ll want us to not worry about this loss and hope that we’ll do well
this weekend.”
“It’s not just one person that needs to step
up. Everyone should do everything. There (are)
so many events, (so everyone needs to step
up),” senior Patty Young said, who won the
200-meter breaststroke in 2:10.36. “Last year,
it wasn’t just Marlise (stepping up). I’d like to
step up (in my event), and if Zillmer steps up,
Laura Nilsen in backstroke, and Emily Immel
in distance, (we’ll be good).”
The men’s team won 169-129 Friday night
in Indianapolis.
The men’s team won easily and was led by
several individuals, including sophomore Matt
Crittenden (22.24 in 50-meter freestyle), junior
Joe Ethington (1:47.76 in 200-meter freestyle),
freshman Nathan Moritz (2:04.39 in 200-meter
butterfly), junior Brent Noble (2:04.63 in 200meter individual medley), senior Tim O’Hagan
(54.01 in 100-fly) and freshman Matthew Scaliatine (2:15.26 in 100 breast).

2008-2009 LADIES 2 AND
3
BEDROOM
FURNISHED
APARTMENTS. 1521 1ST STREET.
10 MONTH LEASE. 345-5048
_______________________ 00
FALL ‘08 GREAT LOCATIONS!
Quality
3,4,5,6,7
bedroom
houses.
Washer
&
Dryer
included. (217)-493-7559. www.
myeiuhome.com
_______________________ 00
1 BEDROOM APT ON THE
SQUARE. EXTRA NICE. CENTRAL
AIR. $350 MO. TRASH/WATER
PAID. 345-4010
_______________________ 00
Nice House- Aug. 08 3 Bedroom,
1 1/2 bath, W/D, A/C, dishwasher,
Beautiful hardwood floors $260/
person, trash/lawn included.
1330 A St. 345-2982
_______________________ 00
June and August 08 Duplex, 5Bedroom Apts. near campus, 2
1/2 bath, W/D, A/C, dishwasher,
parking.
$375/person,
trash
included. 1106-1108 Johnson.
345-2982
_______________________ 00
Couples! January 08 or sooner!
Remodeled, 2 Bedroom Apt.
Laundry on site, parking, water/
trash included. $580/mo. 900 7th
Street. 345-2982
_______________________ 00
Newly Remodeled! June and
August 08 leases. Big, quiet, 2
Bedroom Apts. W/D, A/C, trash
included. $670/mo. 535 W
Grant. 345-2982
_______________________ 00
FOR NEXT SCHOOL YEAR:
HOUSES AND APTS., CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. VARIOUS SIZES AND
PRICES, W/D, DISHWASHER.
345-6967
_______________________ 00
THIS IS THE PLACE! Locally
owned apartments. Very clean,
nice,
furnished
apartments.
Available Fall 2008. 1, 2, & 3
BR apartments. By EIU police,
security lighting, laundry on
premises, parking and trash
included. Leave msg., 348-0673.
_______________________ 00

FALL
‘08
QUALITY/
CONVENIENCE. 2 & 3 bedroom
apartments. Washer & Dryer
included. 1-2 blocks from
campus. (217)493-7559. www.
myeiuhome.com
_______________________ 00

Home child care facility needs
Part-Time Assistant. Weekdays
only. Call Kathy Perry, 345-5744
or Lula Vail, 345-9583.
_____________________10/11
Sous Chef needed for fine dining
restaurant Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday nights only. Phone 217465-2003 after 5.
_____________________10/11
We pay up to $75 per online
survey. www.CashToSpend.com
______________________11/2
!Bartending! Up to $250/day. No
experience necessary, training
provided. 1-800-965-6520 ext.
239
_____________________12/10

Found 10/1: Engagement style
ring, Lantz locker room. Inquire
at UPD.
_______________________ 00

Roommate needed now, January
lease. 1521 2nd St., one block
from EIU. 345-3273
_______________________ 00

Sub-lessors needed for 07’-08’
Spring semester! 3 BR, 2 bath
apartment with W/D. $355/MO
cable and internet included,close
to campus! 1140 Edgar Drive
217-639-3510
_____________________10/26

Cross Country | Weekend recap

Both teams
finish in top 10
Men’s team finishes
in fourth place and
women’s team finishes
in ninth place
By Brandy Provaznik
Sports Reporter
Both the men’s and women’s cross
country teams finished in the top 10
this weekend at the Memphis Twilight
Invitational.
The men finished fourth of 42 total
teams, and the women finished ninth
of 41 teams.
Going into the race, the Panthers
expected the course to be fast. And
after they got past the first mile, it
was.
But sophomore Erin O’Grady said
the first mile was a mess.
“The gun went off and there was
like, 300-something girls all packed
and sprinting the first 150 meter at
the start,” O’Grady said. “After that
first 150 or so, the course condensed
into an S-turn, and people were just
at a dead stop, waiting for their turn
to go around the curve.”
Freshman Caitlin Napoleoni said
she fell during that first part of the
race because it was hard to see with all
the runners and the massive amount
of dust that filled the air.
“I could have had my eyes closed
and it would have been just the same,”
freshman Brad LaRocque said. “There
was dirt and dust flying everywhere. I

couldn’t see in front of me, beside me
– nothing.”
O’Grady said it looked completely chaotic during the first mile with
people tripping over cones and each
other, but after the first mile, things
began to settle in, and Eastern kept
their packs together.
LaRocque, who was the first Panther to finish with a time of 25 minutes, and 30.27 seconds, said he
felt really good at the third mile and
decided to split off from the pack.
“Things had already settled in and
people had spread out a little so, I just
started hammering it and catching
people one by one,” LaRocque said.
LaRocque placed 27th overall, and
David Holm came in next at 41st
place with a time of 25:53.44.
Derek Ericson (51st), Harrison
Bueno (61st) and Mario Castrejon
(72nd) were the last three Panthers to
score in the event.
O’Grady said the women did a
nice job of keeping their pack together and running as a team.
O’Grady and Amy LeJeune finished 29th and 30th overall with times
of 19:04.11 and 19:05.49, respectively.
Napoleoni and Katie O’Brien came
in next in the 42nd and 45th spot
overall.
“Doing as well as we did in such
a huge meet really helped build not
only my confidence, but I think it
helped the team’s confidence, too,”
LaRocque said.

NFL | cHICAGO 27, gREEN bAY 20

Bears edge Packers
with McGowan INT
Packers give up halftime lead, Chicago
offense scores 10fourth quarter points
The Associated Press
GREEN BAY, Wis. –– The Green
Bay Packers coughed up four turnovers and their chance to remain
undefeated, blowing a second-half
lead and handing a 27-20 victory to
the Chicago Bears at Lambeau Field
Sunday night.
Bears quarterback Brian Griese
threw the go-ahead touchdown to
tight end Desmond Clark with 2:05
left.
Brett Favre drove the Packers to the
Bears’ 31 and called the Packers’ final
timeout with 13 seconds remaining,
but Favre threw an incomplete pass
and an interception to Bears safety
Brandon McGowan in the end zone
to end the game.
Favre had marched the Packers (41) up and down the field in the first
half, shredding a Chicago defense that
continued to look nothing like the
unit that led the Bears (2-3) to the
Super Bowl last season.
But the old Favre reared his ugly
head late in the third quarter, when he
threw a head-scratching interception
to Bears linebacker Brian Urlacher
that let Chicago back into the game.
Griese made the Packers pay for

Favre’s mistake right away, throwing a 19-yard touchdown to rookie
tight end Greg Olsen to cut the Packers’ lead to 20-17 with 4:19 left in the
third quarter.
Olsen caught the pass out of
bounds, but officials ruled he had
been pushed out by Packers safety
Atari Bigby, a call that is not subject
to replay review.
Green Bay held Chicago on its next
possession, but the Packers’ Charles
Woodson fumbled on a punt return
to give the ball back to the Bears at
the Green Bay 41.
Chicago drove for a 36-yard field
goal by Robbie Gould, tying the game
with 14:13 remaining.
The teams traded defensive stops
deep into the fourth quarter, when
the Bears appeared to convert a thirdand-4 play at the Packers’ 42 with
3:13 remaining.
Packers coach Mike McCarthy
challenged the spot and got the ball
moved, just not enough to take away
the first down.
After a seven-yard run by Cedric
Benson, the Bears faced third-and2 at the Packers’ 34, Griese faked a
handoff and threw down the seam to
Clark, who had broken free from safety Nick Collins and linebacker Brady
Poppinga.
Clark ran to the end zone, giving
the Bears a 27-20 lead.
Chicago wide receiver Bernard Berrian (toe) and linebacker Jamar Williams (head) exited early with injuries.
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Mlb | diamondbacks 5, cubs 1

Cubs swept by Diamondbacks
The Associated Press

Chris Young homered on the
game’s first pitch, Livan Hernandez wriggled out of several serious
jams and Arizona beat the Cubs
5-1 Saturday night to complete
a three-game sweep of their firstround series.
Next stop for the baby-faced
Diamondbacks: a surprising trip
to the NLCS.

CHICAGO –– Short on stars
but brimming with young talent,
the Arizona Diamondbacks pulled
off a sweet playoff sweep and celebrated like October regulars.
For the anguished Chicago
Cubs, it’s another cry of “Wait Til
Next Year.”

“Who would have thought that
at the beginning of spring training or the season? I’m sure there
were a lot of people thinking maybe .500 baseball,” Eric Byrnes said
during a wild champagne celebration. “We have guys who are ready
to win. We’ve already exceeded
expectations so far and we’re going
to continue to do so.”

pearls before swine | by stephan pastis

get fuzzy | by darby conley

Edited by Will Shortz
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It’s rounded up in
a roundup
Propel a bicycle
Pinnacle
Hawaii’s “Valley
Isle”
“___ Get Your
Gun”
Linen fiber
Operation for
a new liver or
kidney
Home (in on)
Mao ___-tung
That woman
“The Sweetheart
of Sigma ___”
Refuses to
Encourages
Jane who wrote
“Sense and
Sensibility”
Take home a
trophy
Beer component
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Cry after a bad
swing
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cake
Beneficial
substance in
fruits, vegetables
and tea
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Feature of many
a wedding dress
Picking ___ with
Alto or soprano
Letter-shaped
building support
Small number
Yuletide songs
Mortarboard
addition
Face-to-face test
Puppy’s bite
Inventor Whitney
Grain in Cheerios
Great-greatgreat-great-great
grandfather of
Noah
Literary genre
popular with
women
Shortly
Message from
a BlackBerry,
maybe
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4

5

6

7

18

24

25

30

21
26

27

31

32

42

47

28

51

55

56

40

43

44

52
57

53
58

62
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70

71
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9
10
11
12
13
18

65

59

69

5

64

54

68

4

46

49

67

3

45

37
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61

Where a phone is
held
Oriental ___
Actress Cameron
Sponsor
Company with a
spectacular 2001
bankruptcy
Reproductive
material
“___ it the truth!”
Made smaller
C.I.O.’s partner
Kind of suit
Street opening for
a utility worker
Spreads
Most recent

13

34

66

2

12

29

33

48

50

11

22

36
38

60

10

19

35

41

9

16

20
23

8

15

17

8
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ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
C
O
A
S
T

1

No. 0827

19
23
24
25
27
29

31
33
36
39
40
41

Place to hang
one’s hat
Taxi
Shade
“I, Robot” author
Four
Key of
Saint-Saëns’s
“Danse macabre”
Radio receiver
parts
Eye part
___ gras
Puffed up
King Arthur’s
burial place
Without metaphor

puzzle by steven ginzburg

Mother-of-pearl
source
45 151, in old Rome
46 Telepathy, e.g.
49 “Streets” of
Venice
51 Period in history
53 Size again
57 It heals all
wounds, in a
saying
59 ___ Lee of Marvel
Comics
61 One or more
62 Soup container
63 Year, in Spain
64 Sault ___ Marie
65 Fashion inits.
42

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.20 a minute; or, with a
credit card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 2,000 past
puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords.
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Volleyball | Eastern 3, Austin Peay 2

Panthers pick up win on the road
Eastern picks up
second win in OVC this
season, first conference
road win
By Adam Tedder
Sports Editor
Controversy and tension filled
the Dunn Center at Tennessee in
a match between the Panthers and
Austin Peay Friday.
The Panthers found themselves
playing in another five-game match,
but they were in a tight spot.
The Panthers were winning the
fifth game 15-14 when an attack
error was called on senior outside
hitter Eliza Zwettler.
Zwettler said there was no error
on the play when she hit the ball off
the block, but the referees made the
call that it was an error on Zwettler’s
behalf.
“The refs blew some huge calls,”
Zwettler said. “All the calls were
against us for points. It was really
frustrating.”
But Zwettler put the game out
of reach when she nailed down two
kills and won the match for the Panthers. They won 17-15 to defeat the
Lady Governors, winning 3-2 (3026, 25-30, 30-20, 17-15).
Some of the Panthers were not
happy with the crowd of 194 in
Clarksville, Tenn., either.
“They were rude,” freshman outside hitter Alex Zwettler. “I know it
was their home crowd and all, but
we were able to use them to pump
us up. We used their energy to shove
it back in their faces.”
Eliza shared her sister’s displeasure with the crowd, especially when
one fan continually yelled at Eastern

“

They were rude. I know it was
their home crowd and all, but
we were able to use them to
pump us up. We used their energy
to shove it back in their faces.”
Alex Zwettler, freshman outside hitter,
on Austin Peay

head coach Lori Bennett.
“In game four, there was a call
made, and coach got up and was
talking to us, and the guy kept was
yelling to the ref if he was going to
let her argue every call of the match,”
Eliza said. “It was ridiculous. I think
the guy wanted to be the ref.”
With the win, the Panthers (27, 9-9 Ohio Valley Conference)
snapped a two-match losing streak
and are now 4-4 in five-game situations.
The Panthers also jumped to
ninth place in the OVC rankings,
while the Governors are one spot
ahead of them in eighth place.
There is currently a three team
tie for first place in the OVC with
a record of 7-2 between Morehead
State, Tennessee State and Murray
State.
Sophomore libero Shaina Boylan
said Bennett told the team she was
proud of the players’ efforts.
“She said she was pleased that we
were able to pull out the fifth game,”
Boylan said. “She said we have to
work on a few things, but she was
overall pleased.”
The Panthers defense was a big
factor in the win. Eastern had 12

blocks, compared to Austin Peay’s
five. Sophomore middle blocker
Amy Sesol had seven blocks in the
match. Boylan had 27 digs for the
match.
Boylan said the defense performed well.
“We did really well on defense,”
she said. “We practiced pretty hard
this week. We outdug them, and we
got a much needed win.”
The Panthers outdug the Governors 101-92. The Panthers offense
had a strong performance as well.
Five Panthers finished the match
with double-digit kill numbers.
The senior Zwettler said she was
most impressed with how everyone
on the team was able to step up.
“We had some people step up later in the game that didn’t get much
playing time earlier,” Zwettler said.
“The team was putting away balls. It
was nice to see everyone step up.”
Eliza had 21 kills; Alex, 7; junior
middle hitter Lauren Sopcic, 14;
freshman outside hitter Kelsey Orr,
11; and sophomore outside hitter
Jessica Wheeler, 10.
Eliza and Orr had double-double
performances with 19 and 14 digs,
respectively.

Volleyball
Friday
Eastern 3, Austin Peay 2
1 2 3 4 5
Eastern............... 30 25 26 30 17
AUSTIN PEAY.......... 26 30 30 20 15 		

(Eastern 9-9, 2-7 Ohio Valley Conference;
Austin Peay 7-13, 2-6)

AP Leaders– Kills: Szymska 24, Mollman
16, Distler 12; Digs: Kirch 26, Distler 18;
Assists: Alisaleh 59
Eastern– Kills: Zwettler, E. 21, Zwettler A.
17, Sopcic 14; Digs: Boylan 27, Zwettler,
E. 19, Crabtree 18; Assists: Crabtree 70
Team Blocks: AP 5.0, EIU 12.0, ; Team hitting pct.: BUT .214, EIU .263

Senior setter Maren Crabtree had
70 assists for the match. Eliza is currently ranked fourth in the OVC
kills category with 301.
The Governors’ (2-6, 7-13) senior
outside hitter Dodi Szymska led
her team with 24 kills and 16 digs.
Szymska is ranked first in kills in the
OVC with 333.
Freshman middle blocker Jessica Mollman had 16 kills, and sophomore outside hitter Kirstin Distler
had 12 kills and 18 digs.
Freshman setter Sarah Alisaleh
had 59 assists for the match.
The Panthers play Jacksonville
State at 7 p.m. Friday in Jacksonville, Ala. and will finish their fourmatch road trip against Samford at 2
p.m. Saturday.

Ohio Valley Conference
Volleyball Standings
Team
OVC
Jacksonville State 7-1
Morehead State 7-2
Tennessee State 7-2
Murray State
7-2
Tennessee Tech
5-4
Southeast Missouri 5-4
Samford 		
3-5
Austin Peay
2-5
Eastern Illinois 2-7
Tennessee-Martin 2-7
Eastern Kentucky 1-8

Overall
10-5
13-7
9-9
10-8
11-9
9-10
8-9
7-12
9-9
8-11
2-17

OVC Scores

Saturday
at Eastern Kentucky 3, Samford 1
(30-24, 22-30, 30-27, 30-28)
Murray State 3, at Tennessee State
0 (30-20, 30-25, 30-26)
Jacksonville State 3, at Morehead
State 1 (28-30, 30-19, 30-23, 3027)
at Tennessee Tech 3, UT Martin 1
(25-30, 31-29, 33-31, 30-25)
Friday
Jacksonville State 3, at Eastern
Kentucky 0 (30-21, 30-23, 30-16)
at Morehead State 3, Samford 1
(30-25, 24-30, 30-26, 30-27)
Murray State 3, at Tennessee Tech
1 (30-24, 22-30, 30-27, 30-28)
at Tennessee State 3, UT Martin 1
(30-21, 30-17, 27-30, 30-24)
Eastern Illinois 3, at Austin Peay
2 (30-26, 25-30, 26-30, 30-20,
17-15)

Volleyball has its share of controversy as well
FROM TEDDER, PAGE 16

Panther volleyball also ran into
some controversy this weekend, but
the outcome came in their favor.
The Panthers defeated Austin
Peay 3-2, but the fifth match was so
close, it could have gone either way.
When the Panthers were leading
15-14, the ref made a call that senior
outside hitter Eliza Zwettler made an
attack error. Zwettler said she hit the
ball off the block for the kill, but the

officials disagreed.
The call made the score 15-15,
but Zwettler made two kills in a row
to finish the game 17-15 and to cap
the match victory.
It is not unusual for athletes to
be angry with a call against them. It
is actually a rather odd occurrence
for athletes to agree with calls made
against them, even if they do know
they did it, or find out later after
reviewing film.
But in the case of Rucker and

Zwettler, they seem to genuinely disagree with the calls made.
And there lies the beauty in
the confrontation. It’s the passion
shown.
That is how a fan can judge
whether athletes care about their
sport: they will put up their fight,
make their case.
But the opposite of putting up
a fight is to own up to a mistake. It
usually is a sign of maturity, but that
happens when athletes either know

they made the mistake or know that
no one would believe them to put
up a fight.
Still, athletes that can admit their
mistakes are appealing to most fans.
But with the classic athlete, official
confrontation still has its dynamic
value – not to mention the unfitting
element of such a call.
A “bad” call can unite teams
and fans of the same team. So good
can be found, even if the athlete is
wrong and the official is right, or the

reverse.
Too much interference from an
official makes most fans angry, but
that confrontation, especially in
game-changing moments, is what
really excites a fan.
In football, when a play is being
reviewed, it’s the suspense – the waiting of the call.
And if that is true for most fans,
then Panther fans had plenty of
excitement with the controversial
calls this weekend.

For Spring 2008 registration
information and scheduling go to:

http://www.eiu.edu/paws/
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mEN’S SOCCER | eASTERN 4, vALPARAISO 0

Panthers score early, often in shutout
Peters scores 2 goals,
notches 2 assists
By Dan Cusack
Staff Reporter
Eastern men’s soccer did not
waste time getting fans excited
against for the game against Valparaiso on Sunday.
Before fans could reach their
seats, the Panthers had already put
the ball in the back of the net on a
Sunday afternoon match at Lakeside
Field.
Junior forward Brad Peters scored
his first of two goals with a strike
from the left side to give the Panthers the lead 39 seconds into the
match.
Peters led the Panthers (8-2-2)
with two goals and two assists in a
4-0 shutout victory against the Crusaders (3-7-2).
Junior defender Adam Gartner set up the first goal with a free
kick from the right side of the field.
The ball was played by senior midfielder Mick Galeski, who passed it
to Peters on the left flank for Peters’
fifth goal of the season.
“That is something we work on
all the time in practice,” Peters said.
“Mick flipped it over, it bounced
right to me, and I aimed for the far
post.”
One of the messages in practice
this week was to finish teams.
And that is what the Panthers
did.
The Panthers added two more
goals before half and made sure Valparaiso would not get back into the
game.
Eastern freshman Darby Kehoe
notched his first collegiate goal in
the 32nd minute when he beat Val-
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Junior forward Brad Peters attempts a shot against Valparaiso Sunday afternoon at Lakeside Field. Despite the
Crusader’s goalkeeper Ryan Schwartz made the save. Peters would score two goals in the Panthers’s 4-0 win.
Peters also notched two assists in the game.

paraiso sophomore goalkeeper Ryan
Schwartz.
Freshman midfielder Joe Ciuki crossed the ball to Peters, who
slipped, but was able to get the ball
over to Kehoe. Kehoe took a strike

from the left flank to give the Panthers a 3-0 lead.
“I was running; Joe had the ball
and crossed it over,” Kehoe said. “I
heard Jim (Adee) calling for it, but I
felt I was in better position and shot

for the far post.”
Peters added his second goal
in the 13th as the St. Peters, Mo.,
native scored from 10 yards out in a
one-on-one situation with Schwartz.
Peters raced down the right side-

line after a pass from freshman forward Alex Harrison and beat two
defenders, shooting the ball past the
goalie to the far post for his sixth
goal of the season. Galeski also assisted on the goal.
“We talked all week about not letting them stay in the game,” Peters
said. “They are a type of team that
can hang around and beat you. We
wanted to put them away right away
and not let them stick around.”
Galeski scored his fifth goal of
the season from 10 yards out to the
inside post in the 55th minute with
an assist from Peters.
Although the Panthers scored early, the team effort remained consistent even with a comfortable lead.
Peters said this is sign of a good
team.
“We wanted to make sure they
didn’t come back,” Peters said. “We
still continued to play with high
intensity. I think that is the sign of
a good team – we aren’t all the way
there yet, but we are working on it.”
Eastern head coach Adam Howarth preaches consistency to his team
during practice.
“Even when we have a big lead,
we want to make sure our guys are
aware and give up no silly goals,”
Howarth said.
Howarth was happy with his
team’s performance, but knows the
most important part of his schedule
starts next week.
“We played well and worked
hard,” Howarth said. “We have
guys coming off the bench that are
chomping at the bit to play. We have
eight wins, which is great, but the
most important part of our schedule
is coming.”
The Panthers will open Missouri
Valley Conference play against Drake
at 4 p.m. Wednesday at home.

Rugby | Eastern 108, Ohio State 3

Rugby bounces back after two straight losses
Manto scores six trys
for third time this
season
By Kevin Kenealy
Pounce Editor
Eastern sophomore flanker Stephanie Militello came out of nowhere
with the interception, which sent
Eastern’s bench into a frenzy and
Ohio State’s defense in a hurry just
to keep up.
Militello sprinted down field,
and handed the ball off to Eastern’s
junior lock Victoria Rosales. Rosales
finished with a try and scored to put
the Panthers up 39-0.
They held on to beat Ohio State
Saturday at Lakeside Field, 108-3.
“Actually, it was kind of funny,
because before the game me, and
my teammate (junior center) Molly Clutter were talking how amazing it would be to intercept a pass
that they were throwing to their
back line,” Militello said. “I saw
the scrum-half grab it and she just
lobbed it out there, and I just went
out and got it.”
The cohesive passing game gave
Eastern rugby its most points of the
season, a coach who was grinning
from ear to ear by game’s end, and
a victory after two straight losses to
West Chester and Indiana.
Later in the game, Eastern senior
prop Jaki Brophy would score a try

“

If we would
have played
like this
against Indiana,
we would have
whopped them,
hands down.”
Stephanie Militello,
sophomore flanker

on six passes from what started with
a move to the left side of the end
zone and ended up with Brophy
touching down in the middle for the
score.
Sophomore wing Crystal Jones
had two straight all-the-way runs in
the second, to increase the lead to
77-3. Jones finished the game with
six trys.
Manto and Rosales combined for
46 points, with Manto who had six
trys and Rosales with eight conversions.
Militello summed up a good day
by scoring the last try and Rosales
kicked the last two points.
“I’m always disappointed when
we don’t pass well and when we
pass well, it shows and we’re tough
to beat,” Eastern head coach Frank
Graziano said.
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Junior wing Samantha Manto runs with the ball for one of six trys during Saturday morning’s 108-3 victory
against Ohio State at Lakeside Rugby Field.

Militello said they’ve been working the pass for a week or two in
practice for four hours a day at practice.
“If we would have played like
this against Indiana, we would
have whopped them, hands down,”
Militello said.
The win takes Eastern to a 3-2

record going into two away games.
They will play at 3 p.m. Friday at
Oregon in Eugene, Ore.
Jenkins taken out of game
with left leg muscle injury
Eastern sophomore fullback Ashley Jenkins went out of the game in
the first half with a muscle contusion

(bruise) after she said she was kicked
in the face and in her left leg.
Jenkins’ left leg muscle was tight
from running and has been this way
for about five weeks. She was told by
the trainer to apply some analgesic
cream, similar to Icy Hot, and she
also wearing a sleeve that keeps the
leg muscle warm.
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FOOTBALL MATCH-UPS

Online Editor Scott Richey breaks down Saturday’s Eastern Illinois-Eastern Kentucky football game
at O’Brien Stadium. Richey blogs live from every football game this season.
Saturday’s football game between
Eastern Illinois and Eastern Kentucky came down to the final minutes. The Panthers came within one
touchdown of the Colonels with 1
minute, 30 seconds left in the game,
but were unable to recover their
onside kick.
Eastern Kentucky ran out the
clock and walked away from O’Brien
Stadium with a 28-21 win. They also
walked away with the edge in the
position breakdown.
Quarterback
Eastern Kentucky’s Allan Holland was 30of-44 for 321
yards
and
two touchdowns.
He was
never sacked
and both of his touchdown passes
were a result of his scrambling abilities.
Holland was forced from the
pocket on both touchdowns, but he
managed to elude tacklers and complete passes.
Eastern Illinois’ Bodie Reeder
finished the game 20-of-33 for 247
yards and one touchdown, but it’s
how he started the game that made
all the difference.
Reeder’s first pass attempt
bounced several feet in front of his
intended target, and another passing
attempt on a screen pass ended up
being a lateral and a fumble.
That fumble led to Eastern Kentucky’s first points on its first of five
field goals.
Edge: Eastern Kentucky
Running Back
Eastern Illinois’ Ademola Adeniji rushed for a career-best 186 yards
which moved him to 15th place on

the Panthers’
all-time rushing list. Adeniji’s longest run
of the game, a
73-yard rush
featuring several broken tackles, was
also his lone touchdown of the game.
With injuries to Travorus Bess, Ron
Jordan and Norris Smith, Adeniji
received almost every carry as Eastern
Illinois’ lone healthy back. Bess played
a limited role in the game, scoring the
Panthers’ last touchdown of the game
on a one-yard run. Eastern Kentucky’s
Bobby Washington and Mark Dunn
combined for 763 yards and seven touchdowns in the Colonels’ first
five games. Against Eastern Illinois,
Washington and Dunn combined for
54 yards and no touchdowns.
Edge: Eastern Illinois
Wide Receivers
Eastern Kentucky threw the ball
more against
the Panthers
than
they
had against
any
team
thus far this
season, and
as a result Colonels’ wide receivers
had big games. Quinton Williams
had eight receptions for 85 yards
and one touchdown, and Kyle Barber had seven receptions for 128
yards and one touchdown. Barber’s
128 receiving yards against the Panthers were three more than he had in
his first five games combined. Eastern Illinois’ top receiver was Jason
Fisher, who had three receptions for
71 yards and one touchdown. Micah
Rucker, the Panthers’ top receiver on
the season, was a non-factor against
the Colonels. Rucker had just two
receptions for 13 yards.
Edge: Eastern Kentucky

Offensive Line
Eastern Illinois had success on
the ground. Adeniji is a bruising
running
back
who
can bust
through
would-be tacklers, but he runs inside
the tackles. The Panthers’ offensive
line did a good job of opening up
holes in the line for Adeniji. Eastern
Kentucky had success through the
air, and not all of Holland’s completions came when he was scrambling.
The Colonels’ offensive line provided good pass protection, and Holland was able to sit back in the pocket to find open receivers.
Edge: Draw

DRAW

Defensive Line
Eastern Illinois’ defensive line
stopped a potent Colonels’ rushing
attack
cold. The
Panthers’
line was
also able
to force Holland out of the pocket
on several occasions. What they were
unable to do, however, was maintain containment on Holland when
he rolled out of the pocket. Eastern
Kentucky had containment trouble
as well. Adeniji broke several tackles
at the line of scrimmage on his 73yard run for example and the Colonels’ defensive line was the main culprit. Neither defensive line was spectacular, but neither line was horrible
either.
Edge: Draw

DRAW

Linebackers
Eastern Kentucky coach Danny Hope said his team ran the ball
less against the Panthers because of
the play of Eastern Illinois’ defensive

line and linebackers. Eastern
Illinois
middle linebacker Donald
Thomas led
the Panthers with 11 tackles. Thomas was named the Ohio Valley Conference Defensive Player of the Week
because he was instrumental in stopping the Colonels’ potent running
game. James Larson, Matt Westrick
and Jack Kosinski combined for 18
more tackles for the Panthers. Justin
Curry and George Anderson combined for 17 tackles for the Colonels’ and broke up one pass each.
Edge: Eastern Illinois
Secondary
Blown coverage meant one thing
for Eastern
Illinois’ secondary: they
gave up big
plays.
Barber
was all alone
on his touchdown catch without a
Panther in sight.
That happened quite a bit against
Eastern Kentucky. Holland had no
trouble finding open receivers to
throw to. The Colonels’ secondary,
on the other hand, shut down Eastern Illinois’ passing attack.
When a team’s top receiver has
only two catches for 13 yards there
must be a reason.
Eastern Kentucky cornerback
Antwaun Molden covered Rucker most of the game. Molden’s size-he stands 6-foot-2 and weighs 195
pounds--meant Eastern Kentucky
could play a physical cornerback on
Rucker, who is a big, physical receiver.
Edge: Eastern Kentucky

Special Teams
Eastern Illinois returner John
Gadson
returned the
first
three
kicks for the
Panthers.
Gadson’s first
return was fine, as he returned it
for almost 30 yards. Gadson’s next
to returns were not as good. On the
second return, he stepped out of
bounds and back in before recovering
the kick, and on the third return he
tracked the ball toward the sideline,
caught it and stepped out of bounds.
Gadson didn’t return another kick
after that. Panthers’ kicker Tyler Wilke also had a rough day, missing two
field goals wide to the right. Eastern
Kentucky’s special teams were nearly
perfect. The Colonels completed all
five of their field goal attempts--Taylor Logan had four--and their kick
returners provided good field position throughout the game.
Edge: Eastern Kentucky
Coaches
Hope saw his team was getting
nowhere
on
the ground and
devoted
the
majority of his
game plan to
throwing the
football. That adjustment was the difference in the Colonels’ victory. Eastern Illinois coach Bob Spoo was right
in relying on Adeniji as the primary
part of the Panthers’ offense, but two
quarterback keepers by Reeder with
the Panthers in a five-receiver formation yielded nothing. One of these
keepers, early in the fourth quarter
on third and goal, was stopped short
of the end zone, and Wilke missed
the ensuing field goal.
Edge: Eastern Kentucky

Panthers shut out weekend opponents at Lakeside
Soccer, from page 16

Steinhaus scored the game-winning goal against the Eagles in 2005.
Eastern sophomore midfielder Alexis Miller added an insurance goal in the 75th minute. Miller’s kick went in after Austin Peay’s
sophomore goalkeeper Michelle
Smith misplayed the ball and the
ball went through.
“She got caught ball watching
and wasn’t aggressive,” Austin Peay
women’s soccer head coach Kelley
Guth said. “It’s something we need
to address with her.”
It is Miller’s second goal of the
season.
The Panthers (6-5-1, 3-1 OVC)
also won their first Sunday match
of the year. The Panthers only won
three games Sunday last season
against Indiana State, Loyola (Chicago) and Jacksonville State.
“We needed it,” Eastern head
women’s soccer coach Tim Nowak
said. “We needed to come out and
play a full weekend of good soccer.
This is the first time we’ve stayed
focus for a weekend.”
The Panthers finished Sunday’s
match with 20 shots and eight corner kicks against Austin Peay (5-7,
0-3).
They finished the weekend with
46 shots and 20 corner kicks.

Eastern’s work in the second half
paid off.
The Panthers scored two goals in
the final 45 minutes as they won 30 against Tennessee Tech Friday at
Lakeside Field.
It was the second time this season
the Panthers have scored three goals.
Eastern defeated Indiana State 3-0
on Sept. 5.
Freshman forward Kaitlin Sullivan scored her first collegiate goal
in the 61st minute off a touch from
freshman midfielder Angela Ziemba. Sullivan scored when she ran
into the box from 12 yards out and
beat Tennessee Tech senior goalkeeper Loretta McNamee.
McNamee made six saves.
“I think (McNamee) played
great,” TTU head coach Carrie
Proost said. “I don’t think it was our
(McNamee’s) fault at all. Our team
didn’t play.”
Sullivan came off the bench and
had three total shots with two of
them being on goal. The Chatham
native played 35 minutes Friday.
“(Her) goal boosted us,” Eastern
head coach Tim Nowak said. “Her
energy was a definite boost.”
This was the second-longest outing of Sullivan’s career. She started
the game at Loyola (Chicago) and
played 75 minutes. She has played

in nine games this season.
Sullivan almost scored in the first
half but her shot went wide right.
“I was basically trying to run
right through it because I knew it
was going to be a close ball,” Sullivan said of her shot in the 44th minute.
Senior midfielder Kathleen Hayes
also notched an assist on Sullivan’s
goal. It was Hayes first assist this season.
Junior forward Pam Melinauskas
also scored her first goal of the season. Melinauskas scored in the 77th
minute on an Eastern breakaway.
Sophomore midfielder Sam Kohen
passed the ball forward to Melinauskas who connected for her third
career goal.
Kohen notched her first collegiate
assist.
Junior defender Ashley Slota
scored near the end of the first half
for her second collegiate goal. Slota scored in the 44th minute when
sophomore midfielder Alexis Miller crossed the ball into the top of
the box after a free kick. The ball
bounced off Slota’s foot and into the
back of the net. Miller shares the
team lead with four assists this season.
Sophomore forward Rachel Hamilton, who has four assists, had two

shots on Friday.
“It shows you create your own
luck if you push on a team,” Eastern sophomore goalkeeper Jenny
Williams said. “Eventually (the other team) is going to break. I thought
we did a good job of not letting up
the pressure.”
Williams only had to make two
saves and faced six TTU shots.
“Our problem in the first half is
that we were getting shots outside,
but they weren’t testing the goalkeeper,” Nowak said. “They were easy
shots. There’s a difference between
shooting a lot and shooting a lot to
put pressure on the team.”
Four of Eastern’s 12 shots in the
first half accounted for saves.
Eastern dominated the game with
26 shots and 12 corner kicks.
That is the greatest amount of
shots and corner kicks this season
and the greatest amount of corner
kicks since an Oct. 24, 2005, game
against Murray State.
“The biggest problem we have is
finishing in the final third. We did
a good job of finally putting a team
away. You can see everyone come off
the bench,” Williams said. “We don’t
drop off. We keep that intensity up.”
The Golden Eagles (2-7-1, 1-2
OVC) were led by senior midfielder
Michelle McAlarnen.

Ohio Valley Conference
Women’s Soccer
Standings

Name
OVC Overall
Southeast Missouri 4-0
7-2 -1
Samford 		
3-0
8-3
Eastern Illinois
3-1
6-5 -1
Tennessee-Martin 2-1 -1 7-4 -1
Murray State
2-2
7-6
Jacksonville State 1-1 -1 3-7 -1
Tennessee Tech
1-2
2-7 -2
Morehead State 1-3
2-8
Austin Peay
0-3
5-7
Eastern Kentucky 0-4
1-8 -2

“We weren’t able to find feet as
much,” McAlarnen said.
McAlarnen led the Golden Eagles
with three shots.
All of them came in the second
half with two shots in the 64th minute and her third in the 88th minute.
Williams and freshman goalkeeper Kaylin Lorbert combined to shutout the Golden Eagles.
“We did a good job today of
moving the ball, and keeping it out
wide,” Williams said. “They really didn’t have the much chances so I
didn’t have to do that much work.”
The Panthers (6-5-1, 2-1) will
continue OVC action when they
play Southeast Missouri at 7 p.m.
Friday at Cape Girardeau, Mo.
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Football | Game Spotlight
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EASTERN Kentucky 28, EASTERN illinois 21
Saturday at O’Brien Stadium in Charleston

Score by Quarters
1 2 3 4 Final
Eastern Kentucky.......... 6 9 6 7 - 28 Record: (4-2, 2-1)
Eastern Illinois.......... 0 14 7 7 - 21 Record: (3-3, 2-1)
Scoring Summary:
1st 13:23 EKU - Long 21-yd field goal
EKU 3 - EIU 0
DRIVE SUMMARY: 4 plays, 7 yds, T.O.P. 1:17
1st 09:12 EKU - Long 32-yd field goal
EKU 6 - EIU 0
DRIVE SUMMARY: 5 plays, 25 yds, T.O.P. 2:08
2nd 14:25 EIU - Fisher 29-yd pass (Wilke kick)
EIU 7 - EKU 6
DRIVE SUMMARY: 2 plays, 57 yds, T.O.P. 0:27
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Junior safety Ke’Andre Sams and senior tackle Tim Kelly chase down Eastern Kentucky’s senior running back
Bobby Washington during Saturday’s afternoon 28-21 loss at O’Brien Stadium.

‘We tackle him, we’re out of it’
Scrambling ability of
Holland allows EKU to
make two big plays
By Matt Daniels
Staff Reporter
Adrian Arrington had a chance.
Eastern Illinois’ junior free safety
spied Eastern Kentucky quarterback
Allan Holland evading the Panthers’
rush and rolling out to the right near
the Panthers 20-yard line.
He broke off his coverage once he
saw Holland still hadn’t been sacked.
Holland lofted a pass to wide
receiver Quinton Williams in the
back of the end zone. Two other
EIU defensive backs were near Williams, and Arrington rushed over to
Williams once Holland released the
pass.
“I mistimed (my jump),”
Arrington said. “I tried to break on
it, but I didn’t jump high enough.”
Holland’s pass went over
Arrington’s outstretched hands and
into Williams’, giving the Colonels
a 15-14 lead with 40 seconds left in
the first half.
Holland’s ability to avoid Eastern’s defensive pressure and come
up with a play resulted in another
touchdown pass for him during the
Colonels’ 28-21 win Saturday afternoon at O’Brien Stadium.
On the first touchdown pass,
Holland tried to run up the middle
after his two primary receivers were
covered.
But Eastern Illinois’ defensive line
clogged up the middle, forcing Holland out of the pocket.
The 6-foot-1, 245-pound Wake

Forest transfer released the ball just
as junior linebacker Jack Kosinski
hit him.
“Going up in the pocket, I saw a
hole wide open, so I was going to try
and hit it because last week I scored
a touchdown by just hitting it up in
there when they dropped everybody
deep off us,” Holland said. “I ended
having to cut back outside. (Offensive lineman) Derek Hardman made
a great block. He came back and
got somebody from their blind side.
That gave me a little more time, and
Quinton just got open in the back of
the end zone.”
Holland finished the day 30-of44 for 321 yards, all career highs for
the junior. EKU (4-2, 3-0 Ohio Valley Conference) came into the game
second in the conference in rushing
yards (204.4 per game). But it was
the throwing ability of Holland who
made the difference against the Panthers (3-3, 2-1).
“We’ve been waiting all season
long to open up the passing game,”
EKU head coach Danny Hope said.
“We’ve had so much success with the
run; it’s been hard to get away from
it. We created some big plays today.
Allan Holland has a lot of cool back
in the pocket.”
Hope said the game plan was to
try to run the ball initially, but the
play of Eastern’s defense changed
that. EKU finished with 74 yards
rushing, and had only 22 in the first
half.
“They’ve got four down lineman
that are really good players, and
they’ve got their linebackers’ back,”
he said. “They slant and angle their
front and play a lot of games in front
of you, and it felt like they were con-

Ohio Valley Conference Football
Standings
Team 		
OVC Overall
Eastern Kentucky 3-0
4-2
Tennessee State 1-0
2-3
Austin Peay
2-1
4-2
Eastern Illinois
2-1
3-3
Jacksonville State 2-1
3-3
Tennessee Tech
2-2
4-2
Samford 		
1-1
3-2
Murray State
0-2
1-4
Southeast Missouri 0-2
2-3
Tennessee-Martin 0-3
0-6

trolling the line of scrimmage in
some ways that minimized our effetiveness as a run team.”
Holland’s second touchdown pass
came with 10:59 left in the fourth
quarter, with EKU leading 21-14.
Again, he used his scrambling ability to make the play.
On 3rd-and-4 from the Panthers’ 47, Holland escaped the Panthers’ pressure and ran left out of the
pocket.
When he looked up, he saw a
wide open Kyle Barber and floated a pass to him near the 25. Barber
jogged the rest of the way to increase
the Colonels’ lead to 28-14.
Barber, inside receiver on the play,
said he was running a seam route
straight down the field on the play,
but then turned it into a post route
and broke left.
“I thought there was for sure
going to be somebody over top of
me, but it just turned out there was
nobody there, and I just jogged into
the end zone,” he said. “Probably the
easiest touchdown I’ve ever had.”
Eastern Illinois head coach Bob
Spoo said coverage was blown,

2nd 06:09 EKU - Long 34-yd field goal
EKU 9- EIU 7
DRIVE SUMMARY: 13 plays, 58 yds, T.O.P. 5:41
2nd 02:54 EIU - Adeniji 73-yd run (Wilke kick)
EIU 14 - EKU 9
DRIVE SUMMARY: 2 plays, 77 yds, T.O.P. 0:53
2nd 0:40 EKU - Williams, Q., 20-yd pass from Holland (Holland pass failed)
EKU 15 - EIU 14
DRIVE SUMMARY: 9 plays, 68 yds, T.O.P. 2:06
3rd 11:52 EKU - O’Connor 44-yd field goal
EKU 18 - EIU 14
DRIVE SUMMARY: 10 plays, 36 yds, T.O.P. 2:59
3rd 02:46 EKU - Long 33-yd field goal
EKU 21 - EIU 14
DRIVE SUMMARY: 11 plays, 71 yds, T.O.P. 4:32
4th 10:59 EKU - Barber 47-yd pass from Holland (Long kick)
EKU 28 - EIU 14
DRIVE SUMMARY: 8 plays, 80 yds, T.O.P. 3:16
4th 01:30 EIU - Bess 1-yd run (Yates kick)
EKU 28 - EIU 21
DRIVE SUMMARY: 13 plays, 90 yds, T.O.P. 3:15

FIRST DOWNS..............................
RUSHES-YARDS (NET)................
PASSING YDS (NET)....................
Passes Att-Comp-Int...................
TOTAL OFFENSE PLAYS-YARDS...
Punt Returns-Yards....................
Kickoff Returns-Yards.................
Interception Returns-Yards.........
Punts (Number-Avg)...................
Fumbles-Lost..............................
Penalties-Yards...........................
Possession Time.........................
Third-Down Conversions.............
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which allowed Barber to be wide
open. Panther middle linebacker
Donald Thomas said the defense bit
on the play, thinking Holland would
run the ball, which allowed for the
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EIU
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5-31
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3-78
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0-0
0-0
6-41.3
6-45
2-0
3-1
4-25
7-58
33:38
26:22
8 of 20 5 of 14
0 of 0 0 of 0
1-7
0-0

zone coverage to be broken.
“He made the play and we didn’t,”
Spoo said. “We tackle him, we’re out
of it and there’s no problem. But we
didn’t, and he made two fine plays.”

Panther offense manages one touchdown in second half
FROM COMEBACK, BACK PAGE

According to the 2007 NCAA
Football Rules and Interpretations
Book, under the category “Kicks,”
Section 1, Article 2f says a “player who goes out of bounds during
a free kick down may not return
inbounds during the down (Exception: This does not apply to a player who is blocked out of bounds and
attempts to return inbounds immediately).”
Rucker said he just wanted to get
down the field quickly on the kick
and have a chance to recover it.
“Somebody was in front of me,

trying to ward me off and knock
me off,” he said. “I just tried to push
them out of the way and I guess, in
the play, I got pushed out of bounds,
came back in and got the ball.”
Even if the Panthers would have
been awarded the recovery of the
onside kick, the offense still had to
travel 54 yards in less than 1:30 to
score a game-tying touchdown.
The offense didn’t get into any
rhythm until trailing 28-14 with
4:55 left in the game. The Panthers
proceeded to go 90 yards in 13 plays
before running back Travorus Bess
scored from one-yard out to cut the
lead to 28-21 with 1:30 to play.

Eastern quarterback Bodie Reeder finished 20-of-33 for 247 yards,
but didn’t get into rhythm until late
in the game.
“I just didn’t execute,” the sophomore said. “I was all over the place
today. It’s embarrassing. I had people
open, and I just didn’t hit it.”
Senior running back Ademola Adeniji, the only healthy Eastern Illinois running back because of
injuries to Ron Jordan (ankle), Bess
(leg), Norris Smith (knee) and fullback Chip Keys (ankle), had a career
game.
The
5-foot-10,
215-pound
Adeniji had 25 carries for a career-

high 186 yards, including a 73-yard
touchdown run that put the Panthers ahead 14-10 with 2:54 left in
the second quarter.
He also caught three passes for 58
yards.
“You can basically put (the loss)
on the offense,” Adeniji said. “The
longer the defense is on the field, the
more it makes them harder to stop
it. But the defense, I tip my hat to
them. They gave it all. We just didn’t
come to play.”
EKU quarterback Allan Holland completed 30-of-44 passes for a
career-high 321 yards.
The Colonels rushing attack,

which came into the game second
in the conference, managed only 74
yards.
But run or pass, the win was
EKU’s first against the Panthers
since 2004.
“It feels great to finally be 3-0 (in
the OVC) and beat Eastern Illinois
and have that under our belt,” said
EKU’s Kyle Barber, who finished
with seven catches for 128 yards,
including a 47-yard touchdown
reception that put EKU ahead 2814 in the fourth quarter. “I’ve been
here for four years, and this team has
always been a stumbling block for
us.”

Peters influential in shutout

Junior forward Brad Peter scores two goals and notches two assists
in a 4-0 victory against Valparaiso Sunday at Lakeside Field.
See page 13
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Football | Eastern Kentucky 28, Eastern Illinois 21

Lou Piniella
Skipper Lou Piniella (above)
and his Chicago Cubs kept the
curse alive after being swept by
the Arizona Diamondbacks in
three games.
Next season will be the 100th
anniversary for the Cub’s curse.
It will be 100 years since the
Cubs last won in the World Series.
This was not the first time the
Cubs have had a short postseason visit.
Here’s the breakdown of the
last three Cubs postseason performances.
1. 1989 — After an All-Star season
for Ryne Sandberg, Andre Dawson and
Rick Sutcliffe, led by skipper Don Zimmer, they win the NL East with a 93-69
record. They now play in the Central. The
Cubs lost in the National League Championship Series 4-1 against the San Francisco Giants.
2. 1998 — The Cubs are swept by
the Atlanta Braves in the National League
Division Series. This was after the Cubs
stole the NL wildcard in a one-game
playoff 5-3 win against the San Francisco Giants at Wrigley Field.
3. 2003 — The Cubs won their division with a 88-74 record and advanced to
the NLCS against the Florida Marlins. The
next event was notorious in Cub’s history, as the Steve Bartman/Moises Alou entanglement rocked the Cubs world. They
eventually lost in seven games.

– Adam Tedder

ADAM TEDDER

Controversy
is warranted

Controversy is the key word
for this past weekend in Eastern
athletics.
At least two sports experienced
a high level of controversy, which
affected the scores of the game.
For Eastern football, it affected the outcome of the game.
The Panthers were defeated
by Eastern Kentucky 28-21. The
Panthers had just scored a touchdown to bring the game in reach
when the Panthers attempted
an onside kick. They were successful in recovering the kick as
senior wide receiver Micah Rucker grabbed the ball.
But the referees declared Rucker had stepped out of bounds,
and was the first player to touch
the ball, which, in the NCAA
rulebook, is an illegal procedure.
The Panthers were forced to
kick the ball again and this time,
EKU grabbed the ball and ran
out the clock for the win.
See Tedder, Page 12
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Eastern red-shirt Bobson Mercier attempts to make a tackle against Eastern Kentucky’s senior wide receiver Quinton Williams Saturday afternoon at
O’Brien Stadium. Williams finished with eight receptions for 85 yards and a touchdown. Mercier finished with four tackles.

Panthers’ comeback Falls Short

Controversial onside
kick late in game seals
EIU’s fate; Panthers
need to win out to
have hopes of third
straight playoff
appearance
By Matt Daniels
Staff Reporter

Micah Rucker said he was blocked
out of bounds.
The officials disagreed with him.
The 6-foot-6, 221-pound senior
wide receiver recovered Eastern Illinois’ onside kick attempt at the Panthers 46-yard line with Eastern Illinois trailing Eastern Kentucky 2821 with 1 minute, 30 seconds left in
the game.
The controversial call ended in

a re-kick for the Panthers. The second onside kick attempt was unsuccessful and Eastern Kentucky left
O’Brien Stadium with a 28-21 win
in front of a Family Weekend crowd
of 9,861.
The win allows Eastern Kentucky
(4-2, 3-0 Ohio Valley Conference)
to have sole possession of first place
in the OVC. The loss for the Panthers (3-3, 2-1) was the first conference home loss since 2004, a span of
10 games.
It also leaves them needing help
from other conference teams if they
want to make their third straight
Football Championship Subdivision
playoff appearance.
“We’ve got to get ourselves ready
for Murray State,” said Eastern Illinois head coach Bob Spoo. “That’s
our next game. Make sure we don’t
stumble there and keep going. Hope
that somebody knocks off Eastern Kentucky along the line. Or at

least we finish second with an 8-3
record. I think that would give us a
great opportunity to make the playoffs again.”
Rucker went out of bounds;
whether he was blocked out or went
out on his own is unclear, around
Eastern’s 42nd or 43rd yard line on
the kick. He returned to the field
and recovered Tyler Wilke’s onside
kick at the 46th yard line.
The kick hit the ground early,
then rose up over the seven EKU
defenders on the left side of the field.
By the time it came down, it came
into the waiting arms of Rucker,
who was by himself when he recovered the kick.
No flag was thrown on the play,
but officials deliberated for about
five minutes before announcing
Rucker was out of bounds and Eastern would have to re-kick it.
“I went from high to low in
about three seconds,” Panther

defensive tackle Jeff Sobol said. “As
soon as I saw them deliberating, I
knew they were going to take it
from us.”
Eastern Kentucky head coach
Danny Hope, a member of the
NCAA Rules Committee, said the
Panthers having to re-kick was the
only option.
“He ran out of bounds on his
own and recovered the kick,” he said.
“If we had forced him out of bounds
and he recovered it, it would have
been Eastern Illinois’ ball.”
Spoo said the officials told him
Rucker went out of bounds voluntarily.
“We’re contending that he was
blocked out of bounds, and therefore had the right to come back in
and make the play,” he said. “But,
(the officials) didn’t see it that way.”
See Comeback, Page 15

Women’s Soccer | Weekend Matches

Panthers sweep OVC opponents
Eastern wins first
Sunday match this year
By Kevin Murphy
Associate Sports Editor
Eastern had done something they
didn’t do last year.
They swept two Ohio Valley Conference opponents, Tennessee Tech
and Austin Peay at Lakeside Field on
Friday and Sunday.
The Panthers earned six points,
which helps them in the running for
the OVC regular season.
The Panthers won 2-0 Sunday
against Austin Peay and 3-0 against
TTU Friday.
On Sunday, Eastern senior forward Michelle Steinhaus scored in
the fourth minute off a diagonal

cross from freshman defender Caitlyn Eisenhauer who had kicked the
ball from near midfield.
Steinhaus corralled the ball and
shot it off the left post for her fifth
goal of the year and her 10th career
game-winning goal.
“It was off my left foot and I knew
I needed to drive it hard off to get to
the post” Steinhaus said. “It was one
time in my entire life it went off the
post and went in.”
The Lemont native is second alltime in game-winning goals and fifth
all-time in goals in Eastern history.
The last time the Panthers swept
a weekend series against OVC opponents was in 2005 against Eastern
Kentucky and Morehead State.
See Soccer, Page 14
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Junior defender Ashley Slota hugs junior forward Pam Melinauskas after
Melinauskas scored against Tennessee Tech Friday at Lakeside Field.

